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PREFACE 
T h i s  project has developed along tw3 separate b u t  related l ines ,  (:) 
The calculation and measurement of accumulation o f  damage i n  viscoe?astiz 
media and (2)  the theoretical and experimental study o f  adhesive f a i lu re ,  
Both studies have been progressing sa t i s f ac to r i ly  with particlaiar success 
i n  the adhesive fracture area. Aspects o f  the other study have been re-  
ported i n  previous reports,and research now i n  progress will be reported 
a t  a l a t e r  date. 
We would l ike  to  br ief ly  mention the interest ing "spin off" f rom 
these e f fo r t s  i n i t i a l l y  undertaken with NASA support. For example, t h e  
principles and methods developed under NASA have been used t o  develop d 
device and teci~niques to determine (under NIDR sponsorship) the qua1 i ty of 
dental adhesives. 
From the standpoint o f  continuum mechanics, there is  an essential  
s imi lar i ty  between cohesive and adhesive fa i lure .  Continuum mechanics 
can therefore be used to 3nalyre adhesive f rac ture  including certain cases 
o f  interfacial  dcbonding, by applying an extension of the Griff i th  cohe- 
s ive  fracture energy balance concept. Present researches permit a consid- 
eration of the influence of material behavior such as viscoelast ic i ty  and  
p l a s t i c i ty ,  and geometric parameters such as interlayer bond thickness, 
These advances and qusnt i ta t ive predictions of f a i lu re  a re  reviewed w i t h  
special reference t o  the charac ter i s t ic  adhesive fracture energy and i t s  
connection w i t h  the macro- and micro-constitution of the media. The de- 
- termination of the adhesive fracture energy using a pressurized bubble or 
bl i s t e r  specimen i s  described Sn conjunction w i t h  experimental resu l t s  
from various ~ a t e r i a f  s using t h f  s t e s t .  The need fo r  cooperation between 
contfnuum mechanics and chemistry i s  required as a matter of techno1 ogica: 
necessity in understanding the quality and efficiency of adhesive boilds, A 
method for associating tk mechanical and chemical s t ructure paran~eters ,
called the Interaction Matrix, i s  described as a device through which the 
required collaboration can b s  effect ively ehanne7led. 
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INTRODUCTION 
There appears to  be a growing appreciation of the interdependence sf 
mechanics and physical chemistry in the analysis and design of adhesive 
joints .  The point of view of the present paper i s  from tha t  of mechanics- 
with the objective of indicating how a wide variety of the character is t ic  
features appearing in adhering systems can be analyzed with particular 
a t tent ion to  predicting the debonding threshhold. Further, i t  i s  i n t e n d e d  
to  focus attention upon those two material properties, namely deformaticn 
modulus and specif ic  f racture energy, which are  most d i rec t ly  associated 
with the chemistry and molecular s t ructure of the material in order t o  
encourage polymer and physical chemists to  provide the analysts and nlaterjals 
engineers with the fundamental data required. 
Since the early experimental work of de ~ruyne")  and the adhesive 
joint  s t r e s s  analysis proposed by Reissner and ~ o l a n d , ( * )  there have beep 
many contributions providing a more sc i en t i f i c  background t o  a s s i s t  the  
technological development. The review by  atr rick'^) i s  typical of the  
s t a t e  of the a r t ,  and in par t icular  includes a discussion of the use of 
fracture mechanics ideas developed by Griff i th  fo r  cohesive fracture ~f 
b r i t t l e  materials. The adhesively bonded t e s t  specimen used by Rip1 i n g ,  
e t . a l  . ( 4 )  was one of the f i r s t  to  incorporate an energy cr i te r ion  of 
f a i lu re  as compared to  the e a r l i e r  ones using an allowable maximum stress or 
s t ra in  c r i  t e r i  on. 
Generally speaking, adhesively-bonded joints  involve sharp corners and 
voids between adjacent different  media which ac t  as s t r e s s  concentrators, 
particularly a f t e r  a crack or imperfection ar i ses  a t  such a location. En 
a typical case consisting of two adherends and a third inter layer  material 
as the bonding adhesive, there a re  several potential loci of f a i lu re ,  2 
cohesive f a i lu re  in any of the three materials,  or an adhesive f a i lu re  a t  
e i ther  of the two interfaces.  The engineering problem i s  t o  determine the 
location of the weakest l ink and the magnitude of s t r e s s  which i s  requs"re5 
to cause f a i lu re .  The assessment proceeds from e i ther  of two points o f  
view, depending upon whether or not inherent flaws or sharp corners are  
considered to be present. 
In the f i r s t  case the material i s  thought of as continuous, as i n  the 
normal tens i le  specimen, and a maximum tens i l e  s t r e s s  i s  obtained From the 
materials laboratory. Actually there i s  of course some reasonably uniforlv 
dis t r ibut ion of small voids present, whose s i ze  i s  related to the method 
of material fabrication. A simple example i s  a polymer which i s  mixed 
rapidly and contains f inely dispersed a i r  bubbles. Even with de-gassing, 
some dis t r ibut ion of flaws will ex i s t  on some dimensional scale ,  The 
average tens i le  strength therefore re f lec ts  the i r  presence, and the d%s-  
persion of strength data about the norm describes the uniformity of the 
flaw dis tr ibut ion.  Because most standard materials are  made under reason- 
ably controlled conditions, i t  i s  not surprising to find that  some sor t  
of consistent (average) s t r e s s  or stress-functional c r i te r ion  can be used 
to predict f a i lu re .  
Under more complicated conditions, such as the multi-axial stressing 
of a turbine disk,  i t  i s  customary to assume tha t  the f a i lu re  c r i te r ion  i s  
based on the octahedral shear s t r e s s  ( T , ~ ~ )  containing a1 1 three principal 
stresses  (oi ) , and defined as 
in which i = 1 ,  2, 3. Assuming the c r i te r ion  applies,  one predicts faij~re 
whenever th i s  combination of principal s t resses  a t  any point in t he  part 
exceeds T ~ ~ ~ .  And how i s  T~~~ determined? If ( I )  i s  a universal failure 
cr i te r ion ,  i t  must also apply to the f a i lu re  of a simple uniaxial t e n s i l e  
specimen having s t resses  ol = otenS, and o2 = o3 = 0. Thus substi tuting j n t o  
( I ) ,  find that  
so tha t  upon solving for  the desired constant K and resubstituting i n t o  ,I ) ,  
one finds tha t  f a i lu re  i s  expected under a multi-axial principal stipess 
combination whenever a t  some point in the body 
o r  i n  t h e  more genera l  case, denoted as Region I ( F i g u r e  I ) ,  whenever 
The oc tahedra l  s t r e s s  c r i t e r i o n ,  which has been found by exper ience t o  
work we1 l f o r  s t e e l ,  i s  o n l y  one o f  severa l  poss i  b i  l i t i e s .  Furthermore, -:he 
t ype  o f  f a i l u r e  c r i t e r i o n ,  ( 4 ) ,  i s  b e s t  used f o r  smoothly v a r y i n g  s t r e s s  
f i e l d s  w i t h  no exaggerated s t r e s s  concen t ra t i ons  p resen t  and f o r  ma teria's 
having a  u n i f o r m  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  reasonably  smal l  m i c ro - f l aws .  
The d i f f i c u l t y  w i t h  many adhesive j o i n t s  however i s  t h a t  they  can 
possess v e r y  h i g h  s t r e s s  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  a t  co rners  o r  a l ong  bond l i n e s ,  a d  
u s u a l l y  c o n t a i n  s u b s t a n t i a l l y  l a r g e r  than  average i n t e r n a l  f l aws ,  "fi.equei.fitly 
as t h e  r e s u l t  o f  absorb ing wate r  o r  poor  w e t t i n g  o f  the  i n t e r f a c e s ,  i n  any 
event,  t h e  f l a w  d i s t r i b u t i o n  becomes denser and/or o f  l a r g e r  s i z e  t h an  the 
average s i z e  f o r  which an average t e n s i l e  s t r e n g t h  would be a p p r o p r i a t e ,  
Thus t h e  maximum p e r m i s s i b l e  a l l o w a b l e  s t r e s s  i s  decreased. G r i f f i t h  (5: 
p rov ided  t h e  f i r s t  es t ima te  o f  t h e  degrada t ion  as a  f u n c t i o n  o f  t he  flab 
s i z e  by cons ide r i ng  t h e  problem o f  a  sma l l ,  through,  1 i n e  c rack  i n  a t h i l n  
sheet  o f  b r i t t l e  m a t e r i a l  . Whi le  t h e o r e t i c a l  l y  t he  s t r e s s  a t  t h e  c i ~ a c k  
t i p s  i s  (ma thema t i ca l l y )  i n f i n i t e  f o r  an e l a s t i c  body,(6) thus g i v i n g  r i se  
t o  an i n f i n i t e  l o c a l  s t r e s s  a t  even sma l l  a p p l i e d  l oad ings  - a  degree of 
c o n c e n t r a t i o n  f o r  which ( 4 )  i s  use less  - G r i f f i t h  avo ided t h i s  prob?em by 
c o n s i d e r i n g  t he  s t r a i n  energy i n  t he  sheet ,  which, as an i n t e g r a t i o n  of the 
s t r e s s ,  remained f i n i  t e .  He proposed t h a t  cohesive f r a c t u r e  would commeiqce 
a t  a  c r i t i c a l  a p p l i e d  s t r e s s  ucr3 when t he  inc rementa l  l o s s  o f  s t r a i n  e re rgy  
of de fo rma t i on  w i t h  i n c r e a s i n g  f r a c t u r e  area j u s t  exceeded t h e  work reqbfred 
t o  c r e a t e  new f r a c t u r e  sur face .  Hence, i n  h i s  case, w i t h  t h e  s t r a i n  energy 
2 2  
o f  de fo rma t i on  due t o  U = r a  ocr/E, t h e  presence o f  t he  c rack  o f  l e n g t h  
2a b e i  ng 
f rom which t h e  f i n i t e  c r i t i c a l  a p p l i e d  s t r e s s  was determined. 
in which E i s  Young's modulus, a  the half-crack length, and yc the cohesive 
- 2 fracture energy density (in-l  bs/in ) .  
The combination of these two c r i t e r i a ,  one flaw insensit ive (Reg io r  I) 
and the other dependent upon flaw s i ze  (Region 11) thus permits the desjgner 
t o  se lec t  a  maximum allowable design s t r e s s  providing he knows', or deterni~nei  
by t e s t s  in the laboratory on pre-cracked thin sheet tens i le  specimens w f t h  
known crack s i ze ,  the c r i t i c a l  crack s ize ,  a*, shown in Figure 1. Phis :r?- 
t ica l  s i ze  i s  deduced by the intersection of normal, nominally unflawed, 
tens i le  data (oFcr) and i n i t i a l l y  pre-cracked sheet data which f o l  lows 
the Gr i f f i th  curve (oGcr) .  Once i t  i s  recognized that  ( 4 )  and ( 5 )  are  
not competing f a i lu re  c r i t e r i a ,  b u t  instead are  complementary, i t  i s  poss i b l e  
to  approach the design against f a i l u r e  in a  more d i r ec t  manner. 
Turning now from cohesive t o  adhesive f a i lu re ,  i t  i s  merely necesszry 
to  establish tha t  in principle and from the standpoint of a  continuum 
mechanics analysis,  cohesive and adhesive fracture are  similar.  Cohesive 
f a i lu re  in any of the three materials of our ea r l i e r  3-layered bond exam~le 
can thus be treated by ( 4 )  or ( 5 ) .  The new feature i s  how to t r e a t  a n  
adhesive debonding a t  an interface.  If there i s  no flaw a t  the interface,  
e .g . ,  no surface roughness or a i r  bubble, and no end to the jo in t ,  a n  
unlikely s i tua t ion ,  then in principle ( 4 )  can be applied on the basis  of 
normal tens i le  tes t ing of layered specimens - providing they do Fail essent -  
i a l l y  a t  the bond l ine .  
This s i tua t ion  would therefore correspond t o  a  Region T type, aver- 
age s t r e s s ,  adhesive f a i lu re .  On the other hand, when voids and sharp 
corners are  present - as i s  more customary - degradation of adhesive s trzrgth 
corresponding to  a  Region I I  type f a i lu re  will occur and must be incorporazed 
in the analvsis.  
" 
As discussed more extensively in an ea r l i e r  pape r , (7 )  there i s  r ndeed 
a d i rec t  association between s t r e s s  s ingular i t ies ,  adhesion, and f rac ture ,  
Consider for  example the e l a s t i c  analysis of a  thin sheet in the neighbor-  
hood of a  sharp geometric discontinuity such as a  wedge point or crack 
t i p ,  for  which i t  i s  well known tha t  a  s ingular i ty  in s t r e s s  exis ts  a t  t r i e  
point of discontinuity and depends upon the local boundary conditions, 
' The technically important problem of measuring the inherent flaw size i n  
a  par t ,  preferably by some non-destructive t e s t  ( N D T )  method as u l t r a -  
sonic wave ref lect ion,  X-ray, e t c . ,  will not be covered in th i s  paper ,  
Obviously i f  the inherent flaw s ize  i s  unknown, a  p r io r i ,  the ana lys t  daes 
not know whether to  choose Region I  or Region I1 c r i t e r i a ,  
4 
loading, and properties of the material .(8-11) In the case of a centrai 
f i n i t e  length crack in an in f in i t e  sheet subjected to tension, the c ? a s s f  c 
Griff i th  problem gives a local s t r e s s  variation which i s  proportional t o  
the inverse square root of the distance from the crack t i p .  
Inasmuch as th i s  (mathematically) in f in i t e  s t r e s s  ex is t s  here f a r  even 
the small e s t  loading , i t  appears that  instantaneous fracture would accar  
and tha t  a Region I c r i te r ion  could not be used for  predicting a f i n ?  te 
s t r e s s  which the sheet could withstand before fracture.  The essentiiil 
contribution of Gr i f f i th ,  however, was t o  develop the overall energy 
balance between the reduction i n  the deformational s t r a in  energy i n  the sheet 
and the energy required to  create the new fracture surface. His r e su l t ,  
( 5 ) ,  was the prediction of a f i n i t e  applied tens i le  s t r e s s ,  ocr, wedeed 
to  i n i t i a t e  f racture,  namely, a,, = w. I t  i s  apparent, therc?fore 
that  the use of the integrated energy balance neatly circumvented the  
question of how in f in i t e  the i n f i n i t e  s t r e s s  need become before fracture:  
I t  furthermore suggests the way in which other problems in s t ress  anal,ys-s 
having s t r e s s  s ingular i t ies  can be attacked in order to  predict a f - n i t e  
s t r e s s  a t  f a i lu re  notwithstanding an in f in i t e  s t r e s s  a t  the crack t ~ p .  
The character of e l a s t i c  s t r e s s  s ingular i t ies  to  be expected For 
various geometric discontinuities was investigated by  ill i a m ~ ' ~ ' ~ )  and 
l a t e r  extended to the f i r s t  analysis of the character of the s t r e s s  sing-  
ulari  t i e s  along the interface between dissimilar media. ( I 2 )  In th i s  
case too, when a crack existed along the l ine  of demarcation of the two 
materials, the s t r e s s  s ingular i ty  was likewise singular,  although n o t  
necessarily solely of the r type*. I t  subsequently became a t t r a c t !  ve 
to  inquire whether the same approach as Griff i th  used could be a p p l i e d  t f s  
predict the s t r e s s  required to  fur ther  separate or f racture the (adhes ive ly  
bonded) interface between two d i f fe rent  media, again notwithstanding t h e  
predicted existence of an in f in i t e  s t r e s s  a t  the crack point for  even smal" 
appl i ed l oads . 
The phenomenological s imilar i ty  in the two cases becomes c l ea r ,  i n  t h e  
Griffi  t h  problem the f in i  t e  length of the central crack 2a, I i e s ,  s a y ,  
* Actually in most cases a new character is t ic  osci l la tory s t r e s s  singu73r- 
i ty ar ises  a1 though for  a r ig id-e las t ic  incompressible interface i t  
becomes identical to  that  for  cohesive f a i lu re ,  i . e . ,  a - r-1/2,  
(Reference 1 2 .  ) 
along the x axis ,  with the upper and lower half planes occupied by the sa:me 
material ; in the second problem, the materials above and below the r a x  z are 
d i f fe rent .  For the purposes of discussion, we shall  assume the materia' ;n 
the lower half plane to  be in f in i t e ly  rigid (e.g. ,  glass)  with respect tc 
tha t  in the upper half plane (e .g. ,  rubber), and assume perfect adhesior 
over 1x1 > a. (Figure 2 . )  The s t resses  a t  the crack ends, 1x1 = a ,  a re  
both singular.  In the f i r s t  case (Figure 2a) the Griff i th  crit ica ' l  s t ress  
i s  the c lass ic  example of cohesive fracture and well known; in the secord 
(Figure 2b)  the example of perfect adhesive f a i lu re  i s  not. 
Before looking into the second problem in more d e t a i l ,  i t  i s  p e ~ t i ~ e r t  
to  comment upon the dis t inct ion between the mechanics and chemistry vfe\ \-  
points. As structured above, the mechanics approach i s  straightforward a r d  
consists of two parts: (1)  conduct the s t r e s s  analysis for  an edge-bondelj 
specimen having a central f i n i t e  crack a t  the interface w i t h  a r i g i d  
boundary, and ( 2 )  express the incremental new surface energy generated as 
the crack extends. This l a t t e r  par t ,  however, requires interpretat ion,+ 
In the cohesive Fracture problem, with the same material on both s ides  0"' 
the extending crack, Griff i th  used Ar = 4ycna as the incremental energy ser 
unit  thickness. The factor four a r i ses  because both ends of the crack a-e 
assumed to extend equally, and each end creates two new surfaces, one above 
and one below the crack. The specif ic  energy yc has been subscripted tc 
denote the value associated with cohesive f a i lu re .  For adhesive f a i l u r e ,  
i t  would be appropriate, although not necessarily unique to write ar = i i _ A a  
(1: 
t o  denote tha t  only two new f ree  surfaces are formed in the e l a s t i c  materla7, 
While th i s  leaves open to surface chemists the question of any q u a n t ~ l a t f b e  
relat ion between ya and y,, as long as ya i s  a fundamental material i:ans;iint. 
i t  can be used subsequently for  predicting adhesive f a i lu re  in a d i f f e r e ~ b  
geometric or loading configuration. Further discussion of th is  point h1-i 
be delayed until  l a t e r .  
* I t  should be clear  tha t  a continuum mechanics analysis does n o t ,  cf 
i t s e l f ,  d i f fe rent ia te  between a cohesive or adhesive mechanism of 
f a i lu re .  The dis t inct ion l i e s  in the behavior implied by using a pa r t -  
icular  one of the respective energies in the formulas, namely ya 
(cohesive) or ya (adhesive). Furthermore there appears to be no d i r ec t  
association between the c r i t i c a l  surface tension and the continuum 
mechanics analysis of the unstabl e i nfini tesimal deformatl'orr o f  ai sol i d ,  
although fo r  special cases the c r i t i c a l -  surface s t r e s s  to cause a, s ~ h e r < -  
cal flaw to become unstable has been deduced by Williams and Schape-y ( 7 3 9 ' " :  
We are able to conclude therefore, phenomenologically, tha t  there 7s 
an equivalent Griffi th-type adhesive fracture problem for  which the scncinuur 
mechanics analysis i s  essent ial ly  the same as for  cohesive f rac ture ,  The 
difference l i e s  in the interpretation attached to the specif ic  f racture 
energy, y ,  and, in some cases, possible additional material modulus 
properties on e i ther  s ide of the crack. The analogy i s  complete and resd'ts 
similar to (5)  can be obtained, except tha t  the adhesive fracture energj 
must be used in the c r i t i c a l i t y  condition, i . e . ,  (Figure 2b)  
to  predict adhesive fracture between a r igid- i  ncompressi bl e material corn- 
bi nation. Hence with th i s  connection formally establ ished, the ent i  \-e hody 
of analytical know1 edge in cohesive fracture mechanics can be trans.ferred 
to  analyze adhesive debonding. 
The following examples will serve to i l l u s t r a t e  the point on bo th  a l  
approximate and exact basis. 
ANALYTICAL DETERMINATION OF ADHESIVE FRACTURE ENERGY - ELASTIC 
The Basic Concept 
The simplest i l l u s t r a t ion  of the concept involved borrows from the  
~breimoff ( I 5 )  proposition fo r  determining cohesive fracture energy bji us- ny 
a s p l i t  cantilever beam. (Figure 3)  The s t r a in  energy stored in t h e  t o p  
l inear  e l a s t i c  beam, assumed clamped a t  the end of the s p l i t ,  i s  one hale  
of the work done by the applied force ( F )  acting through the equil ibriurn 
displacement. 
3 in which I = b(2t )  / I 2  i s  the moment of ine r t i a .  Also the incremental 
increase in the new area,  counting only tha t  associated with the t o g  bear 
in order to  be consistent with (71, i s  ar = y c a ( L ' b )  Thus, equating the 
two ,  one finds 
or in terms of the maximum outer f ibe r  s t r e s s  oo developed a t  the bonden end 
from which yc can be deduced from the measurable quantit ies in (8 )  a t  t h e  
instant  of f racture.  
If now the geometry of Figure 3 i s  changed such tha t  the top Ream i s  
bonded to a r igid substrate instead of to i t s  mirror image, a l i t t l e  
ref l ec t i  on indicates tha t  within the approximation of elementary bea~q tb;eory 
the analysis i s  identical to  (8)  except that  the quantity which w i l l  be 
deduced i s  y a ,  the adhesive fracture energy required to separate the beeir 
from i t s  attachment. 
Central l y  Unbonded Thick Plate of Fini te  Thickness. (Figure 4a) 
Another f a i r l y  simple example, and one which permits a reasonable 
degree of general i ty for  i 11 us t ra t i  ng several other character is t ics  1 ate!?, 
i s  an e l a s t i c  s t r i p  plate of width - Za, in f in i t e  length, and thickness, I*, 
Depending upon the thickness of the plate ,  i t  may be analyzed as one c o r -  
t a i  ni ng predominantly bending energy ("thick p la t e" ) ,  stretching energy 
with 1 i t t l e  bending energy ('hembrane"), or a combination of the two 
(" thin p la te") .  The elementary calculation(16) para1 le l  ing (8) above would 
be for  a thick plate in which case the classical s t r i p  plate equation f o r  a 
uniform pressure loading i s  
from which, for  clamped ends a t  1x1 = a ,  
Agai n u t i  1 i zi ng C l  apeyron ' s  Theorem (17 )  
and assuming debonding a t  both ends such tha t  for  a uni t  length of the 
s t r i p ,  one finds tha t  
The above simple i l l u s t r a t ions  incorporate several approximations which 
do not exactly r e f l ec t  the actual plate behavior, namely: ( a )  plane sect ions  
do not remain plane especially near the end of the crack; ( b )  there wi I ?  be 
some s t r e s s  and some s t r a i n  energy stored in tha t  part  of the beam pas t  the  
assumed fixed end a t  L ;  ( c )  there will be (mathematically) in f in i t e  stresses 
a t  the point of the crack; ( d )  p las t ic  flow probably occurs a t  the [crack tip; 
and ( e )  the fracture c r i t i c a l i t y  condition i s  only a necessary one. 
Nevertheless, information useful in design i s  obtained, mainly because t k  
values of yc and ya so obtained are  used in analyzing applications fncorpor-  
ating the same approximations. 
Central ly  Unbonded Block of In f in i t e  Extent. (Figure 4b)  
I t  i s  not necessary however, as f a r  as continuum mechanics s t ress  
analysis i s  concerned and the problem demands, do accept a l l  of these 
confining assumptions. If the thickness of the plate of the previous example 
increases, i t  f ina l ly  becomes so thick tha t  simple plate theory i s  ne 
longer applicable. In the l imi t  therefore, one considers a semi-inqinite h a l f  
space which i s  unbonded over a width - 2a and i n f i n i t e  length. Unfortt~natel~l 
this  analysis i s  not as simple to reproduce, b u t  suff ice i t  to  say t h a t  a 
bi harmonic boundary value problem in e l a s t i c i t y  i s  formulated from w h i c h  the  
s t resses ,  s t r a ins ,  and s t r a in  energy density in the medium can be calcwlated, 98 1 
The singular s t resses  a re  automatically incorporated in the analysis,  
and no plane section simplifying assumptions are needed. P l a s t i c i t j ~  so cap 
however has not been included. After integrating the s t r a in  energy o f  
deformation over the volume, and equating i t s  change with respect tc 
increased debond area to  the adhesive fracture energy, one finds tha t  
or in terms of ya ,  
which can be compared w i t h  (12).  
C e n t r a l l y  Unbonded Th in  P l a t e  o f  F i n i t e  Thickness. 
Another r e l a t e d  geometry can a l s o  be e a s i l y  d e a l t  w i t h .  When the 
p l a t e  th ickness  becomes r a t h e r  smal l ,  t h e  s t r e t c h i n g  energy due t o  :n- 
p lane st resses increases compared t o  the  bending energy. Indeed, -In 
t h e  l i m i t e d  case o f  a  very  t h i n  p l a t e  o r  membrane, t h e  bending energy i s  
van i sh ing l y  small compared t o  t h e  energy o f  s t r e t c h i n g .  A rubber ballocn 
f a l l s  i n t o  t h i s  category and i t s  non- l inear  inc rease i n  s i z e  w i t h  ~~nte r r ia l  
pressure i s  a  ma t te r  o f  common experience. I n  t h i s  case, one f i n d s  it 
necessary t o  cons ider  bo th  t he  s t r e t c h i n g  displacement, u ( x ) ,  as well a s  
t he  normal bending d e f l e c t i o n ,  w(x ) .  Two d i f f e r e n t i a l  equat ions are  
i nvo lved ,  b u t  t h e  s o l u t i o n  f o r  an i n f i n i t e  l e n g t h  s t r i p  unbonded over a 
l e n g t h  - 2a, and clamped a t  bo th  ends i s  a v a i l a b l e ;  (19s20)  ac tua l  l y for  b o t h  
a  pressure and temperature load ing .  The l a t t e r  s o l u t i o n  may be expectec to 
be o f  some va lue  i n  con junc t i on  w i t h  es t ima t i ng  debonding due t o  t h e  cup ing  
s t resses a f t e r  po l ymer i za t i on .  
The govern ing d i f f e r e n t i a l  equat ions a r e  ( f o r  cons tan t  m a t e r i a l  prc- 
p e r t i e s  , p l a t e  th ickness ,  pressure, and temperature drop, AT) 
a long w i t h  boundary cond i t i ons ,  assuming clamped ends, o f  
the  s o l u t i o n  scheme i s  t o  so l ve  (1 5 )  f o r  w(x) ,  then i n s e r t  i t  i n t o  ('16) t o  
i n t e g r a t e  f o r  u ( x ) .  The cons tan t  in -p lane s t ress ,  id = u . h, i s  determired as S 
t he  boundary c o n d i t i o n s  (17)  a re  appl i ed .  For our  purposes, t he  two  phy- 
s i c a l l y  i n t e r e s t i n g  cases a r e  ( i )  when the  bending r i g i d i t y  i s  v a n i s h i n s l y  
smal l ,  thus corresponding more t o  a  t h i n ,  very  f l e x i b l e ,  f i l m  bonded t o  
t he  subs t ra te ,  and ( i i )  when the  bending and s t r e t c h i n g  energies a r e  
comparable, as might be the case for  certain dimensions of a paint b l i s t e r  
or an automobile metal part .  
From these basic formulas, i t  i s  s t ra ight  forward to calculate the 
energy balance. The input work, I ,  must be balanced by the s t r a in  enerc-y 
of deformation, U ,  stored within the body and the work to create new fracturs  
surface r .  (Kinetic e f fec ts  are  neglected.) Hence one f inds,  for  u n i f c r m  
pressure and constant temperature change, AT,  
a 
I = p w ( x )  dx (ms) 
-a 
in which the f i r s t  and second terms of U represent stretching and b e n d i n g  
contributions respectively, and 
s a  
 ill i a m ~ ( ' ~ ' ~ ~ )  has given the general solutions for  th i s  probl om, 
actually including varying pressure, temperature, and material properties, 
as well as for  both clamped and simply supported plate bondary conditions, 
(Note for  example tha t  i f  the cover sheet shrunk less  than the substrate ,  
a buck1 ing condition in the sheet could ar ise!  ) From these more general 
solutions and graphs of the r e su l t s ,  i t  i s  a suf f ic ien t  i l l u s t r a t ion  for our 
present purpose to  extract  only one of the simpler resu l t s  to show the  
extent of more sophisticated analysis which i s  available i f  desired o r  
necessary. 
Membrane s t r i p .  In t h i s  case when bending energy can be neglected, 
the basic equations (15) and (16) reduce to  
with boundary conditions 
Upon integrating (21 ) 
and insertion into (22),  one finds 
whereupon a f t e r  applying the boundary conditions, (23),  the (constant) 
s t r e s s  in the membrane becomes* 
I t  i s  now straightforward to  compute the energies (18) - (20)  as 
,a 
* This expression denoting equilibrium positions for  maximum membrane 
deflection fo r  various combinations of pressure and temperature can 
be cas t  into the following form and plotted (see Reference 19)  
From these expressions one finds a f t e r  a  b i t  of algebraic manipula- 
t ion ,  tha t  
Upon computing for  the c r i t i c a l i t y  condition a t  constant pressure 
in which from (26)  one finds 
The resu l t  i s  
where in terms of ready comparison w i t h  the thick plate resul ts  (wo/h) 
must be eliminated from (33) using (26 ) .  In the simple case, for  exarnsle, 
of no heating AT = 0 ,  and 
or in terms of the c r i t i c a l  pressure fo r  a  known adhesive fracture energy 
pcr - 
- - 
E ; membrane (35) 
which values a re  of in t e re s t  to compare to  the previously derived ones 
Pcr - 
- - 
E ; thick plate (36)  
; i n f in i t e  b lock  ,371 
As a l l  the numerical constants a re  of order unity, i t  i s  interesting t o  
note tha t  fo r  the same materials the c r i t i ca l  s t r e s s  predicted for  th inner  
membranes i s  substantially above tha t  predicted using plate theory. The 
specif ic  t rans i t ion  from the thick plate through the t h i n  plate regime to 
the membrane can be deduced i f  desired using the appropriate thin p l a t e  
expressions from Reference 19. 
Thermal Debonding of a Membrane. Another simp1 e calculation can 
also be made as an outgrowth of the foregoing analysis,  and i 1 l u s t r a t . e ~  
the type of estimates which can be made for  b l i s t e r s  which debond -from 
surfaces, as in paint,  when subjected to too much heat. While the b a s i c  
solution for  an a rb i t r a r i ly  variable temperature dis t r ibut ion t h r o u g h  a zhrr 
plate i s  given in Reference 20, i t  i s  par t icular ly easy to  see the nature of  
the r e su l t  from the c r i t i c a l i t y  condition (33) ,  in which the value (.I+' 
w o / h  to  be inserted i s  taken from the possible equilibrium conditions o f  
the s t r i p  in (26a). For example, i f  there i s  no imposed pressure, and  
the temperature i s  uniformly distributed through the,  in th i s  case, mem- 
brane, (26) gives 
thus in (33)  AT^ to  cause unbonding i s  
which should give a reasonably good est imate f o r  very t h i n  polymer films, 
For th icker  o r  meta l l i c  f i lms f o r  which the product Ea i s  cha rac t e r i s t i -  
c a l l y  l a rge r ,  the  more complete analysis(19)  must be used. 
In any event, the point of t h i s  sect ion i s  to  show t h a t  continuum 
mechanics can i n  pr inciple  be developed t o  t r e a t  the ra ther  complicated 
problem of adhesive debonding of a heated o r ,  what i s  the same thing,  cure 
shrunk bond. The only real  question i s  the  pract ical  one of required 
accuracy f o r  time invested within the economical necessi ty.  
Localized Modulus Variation near the  Interface  
I t  frequently happens t h a t  there  a r e  localized changes in the material  
propert ies of two d i f f e r e n t  materials  when they a r e  placed in  contact ,  On 
the  one hand they can be due to  chemical in te rac t ion ,  or  frequently more 
mechanical as when a l iqu id  polymer i s  c a s t  and cured against  a f i x e d  
surface.  In t h i s  l a t t e r  case,  the  random growth of the  polymer chains i s  
inhibi ted as  they approach the f ixed boundary and tend t o  bend and l i e  
paral le l  t o  i t s  surface.  The net  r e s u l t  i s  a  localized boundary layer or 
"skin e f f e c t " ,  which i s  expected to  produce a d i f f e r en t  r e s u l t  than i f  the, 
say, material modulus was uniform d i r e c t l y  u p  to  the  in te r face .  
Again we f i n d  there  a r e  two ways of approaching t h i s  problem fr-orn the 
point of view of continuum mechanics. F i r s t  of a l l ,  i t  makes 1 i t t l e  
d i f ference in pr inciple  t o  a s t r e s s  analysis  as  to  whether the  material uro-  
per t i es  a r e  i so t rop i c ,  an i s to t rop ic ,  o r  inhomogeneous. In pract ice  however, 
i t  i s  usually more des i rab le  to  obtain a qua l i t a t i ve ly  cor rec t  answer and  
improve i t  to  the  degree required. This philosophy i s  per t inent  here, and 
the problem could be formulated as  one of two d i ss imi la r  or thotropic  
materials  bonded along the  abscissae x > 0 and f r e e  along x < 0. ActuaSTy 
t h i s  was done several years ago in  one case in conjunction with anallyzing che 
' charac te r i s t i c  s t r e s se s  which might a r i s e  in  the  v i c in i t y  of a geophysical 
f a u l t  between two s t r a t a  (12) .  In t h a t  case however, the material properties 
above and below the  f a u l t  were assumed individually and separately  so- 
t rop ic  and homogeneous. An analyt ical  extension of t h i s  problem based upon 
our earl i er work (10,11) and now being completed, assumes that  there are 
orthotropic properties in the media, essent ial ly  such tha t  the Youn~g's 
modulus E = E(y), to  account for  a harder or sof ter  material near t h e  inter- 
face than in the in te r ior .  
A more d i r ec t  way of exhibiting the general e f fec t  however i s  to use 
the simpler case of a s p l i t  beam, in order to show again tha t  t h i s  va r i a -  
tion can be treated - and improved upon in accuracy as the circumstances 
warrent. Consider, therefore, the plate s t r i p  shown in Figure 5, where 
the origin of the axis of y i s  a t  the bottom of the thickness, h. After 
assuming plane sections remain plane under bending, only two conditions a r e  
required. F i r s t ,  by assumption, the sum of the x-forces integrated w r t l h  
respect to  y ,  Nx, a re  zero, and the moment of the internal s t resses  m k s t  
equal the external moment. Hence i f  N i s  the force per uni t  width o6 the 
s t r i p  in the z-direction 
whereas the moment per uni t  s t r i p  width i s  
where the factor  1 - v2 ar i ses  because an in f in i t e  s t r e s s  p width has been 
assumed. Now assuming tha t  plane sections remain plane, 
- 
where y = h i s  the zero extensional f ibe r ,  and selecting a represenlative 
modulus variation which can represent any rather a rb i t ra ry  localized skin 
e f fec t  or  boundary layer,  namely 
E = E, + El exp (-hylh) QJJ 1 
one can subst i tute  (42) and (43) into (40)  and (41 ), and f i r s t  find 
h by the condition tha t  N x  = 0, viz.  
- 
where i s  may be noted t h a t  h / h  = 112 a s  i t  should i f  E l  i s  zero,  - i . e . ,  
no anisotropic  modulus. 
Secondly, the moment r e l a t i on  from (41 ) becomes 
where 
Note t h a t  any fu r the r  analysis  f o r  t h i s  p la te  s t r i p  can proceed as  before 
except t ha t  now D = D [A, h ( h ) ]  = D(h). 
In most cases of adhesive j o in t s  the  chemical o r  mechanical e f f ec t  
d ies  away very rapidly such t h a t  the  decay constant ,  A ,  in (43) i s  quite 
large ,  typ ica l ly  of the  order of 10-20 and E l / E o  c 1 .  Under these c o n d i t i o n s  
(44)  and (46) may .be fu r ther  approximated by 
I f ,  therefore ,  we consider the cen t ra l ly  unbonded pressurized s t r i p , ,  
(12) ,  the f i r s t  approximation accounting f o r  a skin e f f ec t  would be 
There a r e  two questions to  be answered here however. F i r s t ,  whether 
the formula i s  being used t o  measure ya from (47) ,  o r  second, whether ya 
i s  known from, say, an independent measurement and the e f fec t  of a  change 
in the surface modulus, Es = E, + E l ,  upon bond strength i s  being exa~inad. 
In the l a t t e r  form, with ya fixed by the interface conditions, the inver- 
The correction factor  in brackets i s  plotted in Figure 5 and shows for 
example, t ha t  i f  the s t i f fness  in the in te r ior  i s  substantially less  t h a n  
the interface s t i f fness ,  measured by the decay constant A ,  the band 
strength will drop off according to  (48).  Contrarily, i f  any softening 
l i e s  a t  the interface,  with complete (harder) cure in the in t e r io r ,  the 
bond strength will increase. 
To re i t e ra t e  however the f i r s t  point, i f  the t e s t  i s  being used t o  
deduce y,, and the bulk property away from the interface,  i . e . ,  E o ,  i s  
being used in the formulas, then only an apparent value of ya will be 
calculated, within the factor  g(hl,  E , / E o ) .  
The Effect of an Intermediate Adhesive Interlayer.  
While in some cases i t  i s  suf f ic ien t  to consider only a  bimaterial 
system, such as a  plate or  block cas t  onto a  substrate,  i t  more frecuently 
happens that  two pre-formed materials a re  bonded together with a t h i r d ,  
adhesive, material. There has been frequent discussion on the re la t ive  
merits of th i s  inter layer  material ,  such as i t  should have a  high modulus,  
o r  be very thin.  I t  i s  possible to  analyze a  model of such a  multi-layep 
bonded jo in t ,  and the one chosen fo r  i l l u s t r a t i v e  purposes consists of a 
central ly  unbonded e l a s t i c  s t r i p  plate bonded to a  r igid substrate oy an 
e l a s t i c  adhesive of different  material properties ( E ' ,  v ' )  and thick- 
ness The same elementary plate theory approach can be used i n  
which i t  i s  assumed the adhesive interlayer behaves as a  common Wini<ler 
foundation of modulus, k .  I t  proves possible to  estimate rather easi ly  cne 
effect  of the inter layer ,  as shown in Figure 6 ,  for  a  long, central ly  de- 
bonded, sheet (21)  or fo r  a  c i rcu lar  '22) bl i s t e r  specimen. (The cross- 
section shown in Figure 6 would be the same in e i ther  case, although i n  
practice the central ly  unbonded s t r i p  geometry i s  of course more d i f f i -  
cu l t  to  t e s t  because i t  i s  not easy t o  seal the ends when the specimen i s  
pressurized). 
For i l l u s t r a t i v e  purposes however, because the formulas a re  simpler, 
consider the central ly  bonded s t r i p  as a  clamped beam (Figure 6 ) .  The 
solution of the f i e l d  equation for  1x1 < a  
For the external region, 1x1 < a ,  one assumes an e l a s t i c  foundation with 
modulus k, giving 
with solution 
W ( X )  = (C3  cos A X  + C4 sin A X )  exp ( - A X )  
in which the definit ions 
have been used. The solution as obtained ea r l i e r ( " )  gives 
- 
2 (2p2 + 6 p  + 3)  cos p + (2p - 3 )  s i n  ;) 
C3 - l b 3  (1  + 11) 156' 
Upon calculating the s t r a in  energy of deformation, and assuming uniform 
pressure 
Then upon equating aU/aa ( for  a  uni t  length of the plate s t r i p )  t o  
ar/aa = 2ya,  where the factor  2 accounts for  simultaneous debonding a t  
both ends, one finds the c r i t i c a l  pressure a t  incipient debonding as* 
where i t  may be noted tha t  for  zero thickness bond layers,  i . e . ,  k - h ' 4  0, 
the zero inter layer  solution corresponding for  example to polymer b e i n g  
cast  d i rec t ly  onto the substrate,  i s  recovered. 
Indeed for  many practical geometrical combinations, p tends t o  be 
rather large,  in which case (20) can be approximated by 
in which the primed quant i t ies  refer  to the interlayer.  For th i s  s i t u a t ; o n ,  
for  example, the c r i t i c a l  pressure to cause f a i lu re  decreases with e i t h e r  
a  s t i f f e r  inter layer  modulus or  a  reduced interlayer thickness. 
* In reference (21 ), equation (14) i s  improperly described as the resul t  for 
a plate s t r i p .  I t  i s  actually tha t  for  a  beam s t r i p  of uni t  w i d t h ,  The 
plate s t5ip solution i s  derived from the beam s t r i p  by replacing E by 
E/(1 - ), which l a t t e  value fo r  an incompressible material i s  4E/3, 
Replacing E by E/(l - ) in that  equation (14)  gives the r e su l t  i n  (19) 
t o  follow. 
I t  should also be noted tha t  i t  i s  the r a t io  of h l / E ' t h a t  i s  the major 
controlling parameter, not the modulus or thickness separately, This  
point probably has more general practi cal imp? i  cations. 
Interlayer Between Two Different Media. The previous case can be 
fur ther  extended to include the s i tuat ion in which the substrate i s  n o t  
r igid.  Providing only tha t  the Wink7er type foundation hypothesis used i n  
(51 ) i s  s t i l l  valid,  i  . e . ,  the adhesive reacting force i s  essent ial ly  prg- 
portional to  the deflection, f = kw, thus neglecting shear s t r e s s  i n  the 
adhesive inter layer ,  one can allow fo r  an e l a s t i c  interlayer between t w s  
sheets of d i f fe rent  material properties and thickness (Figure 7 ) .  
Denoting the upper cover sheet by unprimed quant i t ies ,  the interlayer 
properties by primes, and the lower sheet quantit ies by bars, one can deduce 
the s t ra in  energy in the combined system. There a re  three possible lot; o f  
f a i lu re .  F i r s t  a t  the interface between the top sheet and interlayer 
[po),  second, a t  the interface between the bottom sheet and interlayer 
(PC,) ,  and th i rd ,  a cohesive f a i lu re  in the adhesive i t s e l f .  The resu l t s  
can be summarized as follows: 
The lower of (62) and ( 6 3 ) ,  which depends not only upon the appropriate 
adhesive fracture energies ua or la b u t  also upon the other material pro- 
perties and thickness, thus give the c r i t i c a l i t y  estimate and locat~lon, 
I t  could also happen tha t  the interfacial  strengths are both suffic'ently 
high such t h a t  cohesive f a i lu re  may a r i s e  in the interlayer i t s e l f .  
A n  approximation to the s t r e s s  f i e ld  for  th i s  pressurized b l i s t e r  geometfsy 
gives the maximum tens i le  s t r e s s  a t  the edge of the inter layer ,  x = a ,  as 
which magnitude may also be compared to  those in (62). If the f ree  edge 
of the interlayer (Figure 7 )  has a crack in i t  of depth c ,  then the rnagnf t d d e  
of (63) will be fur ther  concentrated. Using again fracture theory i n  the  
- 
form of the c r i t i c a l  (assumed average) uniform tens i le  s t r e s s  f ( a )  to 
cause cohesive fracture in an edge notched t ens i l e  s t r i p  of incompressible 
material subjected to plane s t r a in ,  one finds 
in which Yc' refers  to  the cohesive fracture energy of the interlayer 
material. 
These l a t t e r  resu l t s ,  (62-64), have not been confirmed by experimene, 
A t  the present time therefore,  they should be viewed as i l l u s t r a t ions  of 
the manner in which an adhesively bonded jo in t  might be simply analyzed, 
providing other independent t e s t s ,  e.g. ,  r igid pressurized b l i s t e r ,  have 
- 
yielded design data for  ya,  ya,  and yc ' . 
APPLICATIONS TO NON-ELASTIC FAILURE 
There are two other adhesive debonding variations that  appear arne~aule  
to  analytical treatment. The f i r s t  includes p las t ic i ty ,  and the second, 
viscoelast ic i ty .  
Adhesive Debondi ng of an El asto-Plastic Plate from a ~ i g i d  Substrate.. 
In another paper, ~ e v r i e s ' ~ ~ )  presents some early resu l t s  and exper:- 
mental data,  for  the debonding of a metal plate  s t r i p  or beam from a ragSd 
substrate. A bi-material combination i s  considered, with no inter layer ,  
and deformations of the substrate a re  neglected. The problem i s  a d i r ec t  
analog to the f i r s t  one considered in th i s  paper based upon the class5cai 
Obreimoff calculation. Whereas th i s  previous case, and most others en- 
countered in the l i t e ra tu re  assume e l a s t i c  deformations and classicai beam 
bending theory - even when the assumptions are  patently violated as i n  a 
90 degree bend i n  a bend! - DeVries has carried through the calculations for 
a material whose s t ress-s t rain curve i s  assumed to be elastic-purely p l a s t i c  
with the limiting p las t ic  s t r e s s  being oo. While many materials do n o t  
completely fol low such an ideal non-strainhardening material behavior, 
the resu l t s  are  important because i t  exhibits the qual i ta t ive effects  t o  
be expected due to  p l a s t i c i ty ,  and moreover, has some d i r ec t  applications t3 
a double pressurized b l i s t e r  t e s t  in which, fo r  example, two explosively 
welded beams or plate s t r i p s  having an i n i t i a l l y  small area of central 
unbonding can be separated. (In principle,  i f  the materials were iden t i ca l  
and chemically clean, then the measured adhesive fracture energy beween then 
should approach the cohesive fracture energy in e i ther  of the two separa re ly ,  
In some of ou r  t e s t s  t o  date,  we have achieved values of ya of the ordar 
of 90 percent the yc values in s t e e l .  ) 
The elasto-plast ic  analysis proceeds in essent ial ly  the same manner 
as before, with the basic assumption tha t  plane sections remain p lane  afteb- 
straining even though the s t r e s s  dis t r ibut ion changes from l inear  u p  t o  
the e l a s t i c  l imi t  t o  a truncated t r iangle  as the outer beam f ibe r ,  and  
subsequently the inner f ibe r s ,  reach the (maximum) yield s t r e s s .  F i g u r e  8 
shows the progressively developing s t r e s s  dis t r ibut ions across the beam d e p t r ,  
I t  should be mentioned, incidentally,  tha t  i t  i s  n o t  necessary for  the hem 
to debond from the substrate,  i f  i t  i s  so "soft"  tha t  a fu l ly  developed 
p las t ic  hinge develops a t  the clamped end before the adhesive strength oy 
the bond i s  reached. 
From Figure 8 i t  i s  seen tha t  p las t ic i ty  will develop gradually over 
the length of the beam beginning a t  the clamped end, and  a t  any sectron the  
central portion near the neutral axis lyl < 5, will be in an e l a s t i c  slate, 
while near the outer portions 5 < ly 1 < h ,  wi 11 have pure p las t ic  f low.  i!eqce2 
taking the beam thickness as 2b, the moment a t  a point along the length ,  x ,  
will be 
+ To maintain consistency with Reference 25, the notation of 2h  and 2 b  
for  the thickness and width of the beam i s  d i f fe rent  t h a n  i n  other 
examples in t h i s  paper. 
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where the s t ra in  in the e l a s t i c  portion i s  ex = y d w/dx2, and the stress 
i s  constant ox = u for  5 < lyl 2 h .  So assuming t h a t  the problem to be 0 
solved i s  an end loaded cantilever beam such tha t  M(x) = P ( a  - x ) ,  w r t h  
the origin of - x a t  the bonded end, one has the d i f fe rent ia l  equation f o r  
the beam 
which holds in the region 0 - < x - < x*, where x* i s  the length a t  which the 
outer f iber  a t  y = h has just  attained the p las t ic  l imi t ,  and 
Continuity of deflection and slope must be maintained a t  x = x*, and of 
course a bonded end a t  x = o imp1 ies  tha t  
Circumventing the calculation of the deflection and the energies which 
are given elsewhere, one finds upon deducing the c r i t i c a l i t y  condition i q  
the usual form 
Now <f  enough load, Pe,  i s  applied to jus t  cause the yield s t r e s s ,  a , ,  t o  
be reached a t  the outer f ibe r  a t  the bonded end, i . e . ,  a l l  e l a s t i c ,   the^ cne 
developed moment a t  the support can be expressed as 
leading to 
n 
- 
a L h  0 
 - 
ya 3 E ( e l a s t i c ,  compare 8a) 
On the other hand, i f  a  fu l ly  developed p las t ic  hinge i s  developed a t  
the support 
and in th i s  case ( P  can never exceed P ) 
,-I 
P 
o  L h  
- 0 
 -
Ya E (completely p las t ic  hinge) 
Assuming therefore that  debonding does occur prior to exceeding e l a s t i c  
conditions, i . e . ,  P c Pe 2 
- = (4/3)0 bh / a  , e l a s t i c  conditions, (81, 
O 2 
will apply; i f  P < P c P = 2oobh / a  , then the elasto-plast ic  formul~ 
e -  - P 
(71 ) may be used for  an e l a ~ t o - ~ u r e l ~  p las t ic  material t o  measure the adhesive 
f racture energy. 
Our preliminary experiments on bonded bonded aluminum beams have been 
encouraging , a1 though structural bonding adhesives (3M Co. - 221 6B/W j were 
5 used rather than explosive welding. Values of ya : 9 x 10 ergs/cm2 = 
C) 
5 in-lbs/inL were obtained in the experiments reported more f u l l y  i n  
Reference 25. As emphasized e a r l i e r  however, the important point t o  make 
in th is  paper i s  tha t  another engineering material parameter, t h i s  time 
p la s t i c i ty ,  can be incorporated quantitatively into a  continuum mechanics 
analysis. 
Time Dependent Adhesive Fracture 
In none of the examples described to date has i t  been necessary to 
introduce expl ic i t ly  time or temperature dependence of the material 
properties. In many polymers however, and cer tain metals a t  elevated temp- 
eratures,  these effects  can have a  profound ef fec t  upon cohesive o r  tidkesfve 
f racture.  Our present understanding permits some quantitative deductions 
providing the material behavior i s  l inear ly viscoelastic and providing 
l  inear viscoelastic material properties are  involved. By u t i l iz ing  a 
spher ica l  f l a w  model o f  a  f l a w  i n  an incompressib le b u t  l i n e a r l y  v i s c o -  
e l a s t i c  medium subjected t o  un i fo rm ex te rna l  tension,  Wi l l iams ( I 4 )  was 
ab le  t o  deduce an exact  extension o f  G r i f f i t h  b r i t t l e  f r a c t u r e  theory,  IL 
v e r i f i e d  the  i n t u i t i v e  f e e l i n g  t h a t  t he  t ime dependent c r i t i c a l  stress 
( 0 )  requ i red  t o  i n i t i a t e  f r a c t u r e  was o f  the  q u a l i t a t i v e  form 
where - a was the  f l a w  s i ze .  E * ( t f )  i s  a  t ime dependent modulus which ma) be 
d i f f e r e n t  f o r  each l oad ing  h i s t o r y .  However, f o r  q u a l i t a t i v e  purposes i t  
may be thought  o f  as a  r e l a x a t i o n  modulus (F igure  9 )  which decreases f r o m  a 
h igh  s h o r t  t ime, g lassy value ( E  ) t o  a  low, l ong  time, rubbery modulus (E,) 
4 
over several  decades o f  t ime. ~6r  a constant  va lue o f  y_, the  t ime t o  f r a c -  
' L  
t u r e  ( t f ) ,  would be g iven i m p l i c i t l y  by (76) .  Since t h i s  paper(14) ,  Benlett, 
e t . a l .  (26)  have shown t h a t  y, i s  a l s o  t ime dependent*, which leads a r e  tc 
suspect t h a t  t he  adhesive f r a c t u r e  energy should a l s o  be t ime dependent, 
This  l a t t e r  susp ic ion  has j u s t  r e c e n t l y  been v e r i f i e d  on a  polyurethene- 
quar tz  ma te r i a l  combination. Hence the  expected debonding behavior would be 
o f  the  qua1 i t a t i v e  form 
Theore t ica l  Formulat ion. I n  o rder  t o  descr ibe  t h i s  time-tempelrature 
dependent f r a c t u r e  w i t h i n  a  more formal framework, consider  t he  energy 
balance concept w i t h i n  a  thermodynamic framework i n  terms o f  the  poiqer equa- 
t i o n  f o r  a  continuum(14)' I n  t h i s  form, the  meanings o f  the  var ious cur- 
tri but ions  a r e  more r e a d i l y  apparent. The conserva t ion  o f  energy requires 
t h a t  the  r a t e  o f  doing work upon a  system, i s  equal t o  t h a t  absorbed i n  ;he 
system. Thus one has 
* A c t u a l l y  reduced t ime dependent, t / a  , i n  which aT i s  one WLF t ime 
temperature s h i f t  f a c t o r .  (See ~ e f e T e n c e  27) 
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i n  which I i s  r a t e  of work input which usually consis ts  of applied forces 
or  displacements a t  the  surface of the body plus any contribution of  body 
forces .  Using the notation of Sokol n i  koff (17) 
v v 
where T i  a r e  the  components of the applied (vector)  force  T d i s t r ibu ted  
over the surface (S ) ,  Fi  the components of any body force  over the v3lurnr 
( V ) ,  and ii the  components of the displacement r a t e  in the i th  direct.ion 
On the  ins ide  of the body, there  i s  the  f r e e  energy ( F ) ,  and any 
d i ss ipa t ion  resu l t ing  usually from the s t r a i n  energy of deformation such 
t h a t  
Here o i j  and e i j  a r e  the components of the s t r e s s  and s t r a i n  r a t e  respec- 
t i ve ly ,  and i t  i s  important to  note t h a t  a t  t h i s  point no cons t i tu t ive  
or  s t r e s s  s t r a i n  law connecting them has been assumed. I f  the material f s  
e l a s t i c ,  o  - e ;  but i f  f o r  example, i t  i s  e l a s t i c - p l a s t i c  or  v i scoe las t i c ,  
the appropriate re la t ions  can a l so  be inser ted in to  (80) .  The kinet ic  
energy r a t e  ( K )  i s  expressed as  
leaving only the surface energy contr ibut ion,  r ,  which will  be the rate  c f  
energy consumed i n  creat ing any new f r ac tu r e  surface area 
regardless of i t s  source, where to  be spec i f i c ,  the subscr ipt  c ,a  has 
been added t o  to  denote cohesive o r  adhesive f rac ture .  Thus t h i s  term wculd 
include not only the  energy to  break primary bonds, but a l so  secondary 
chemical bonds as  well a s  any viscous or  mechanical work i n  untangling p o l y -  
mer chains a t  the  f r ac tu r e  surface.  The in te rpre ta t ion  of e i t he r  of t h e  
specific f racture energies ( r )  i s ,  therefore, the energy required tot 
create new fracture surface area regardless of the source or combination 
of sources from which i t  may a r i se .  
Centrally Unbonded Pressurized Viscoelastic S t r ip .  As an example o f  
time dependent adhesive fracture,  consider the response of a centrally 
debonded pressurized s t r i p  of l  inear viscoel a s t i c  material The 
time dependent deflection (w) of the s t r i p  of length 2 a ( t )  can be 
deduced to  be 
in which L-I indicates an inverse Laplace transform, and q(p)  and (p: c rP  
indicate Laplace transforms of the time dependent loading per u n i t  
width, q ( t ) ,  and creep compliance, D ( t )  respectively. The center of Ghe 
crp 
s t r i p  i s  a t  x = 0 and the s t r i p  i s  assumed r igidly clamped a t  1x1 = a ( t i .  
The length of the beam, 2a ( t )  can change with time i f  debonding occurs a t  
these bonded ends. For th i s  long s t r i p  the moment of iner t ia  per u n i t  l e n g t h ,  
a Z including the plane s t r a in  factor  of (1 - v ) in the modulus can be expressed 
2 
as I = h3/[12(l - v 11. 
From the general theorem (78)  as specialized to  classical  beam theory, 
one can write the s t r a in  energy of deformation (80) as 
in which M i s  the bending moment in the beam. Hence 
Similarly, the work input to  the system i s  
I = 2q( t )  a 
- [w(x3t) ;  a ( t ) l  dx 
0 a t  
assuming the loading i s  uniformly dis t r ibuted spacewise, Thereupon 
neglecting any kinetic energy ef fec ts ,  and writing the change i n  surface 
energy r a t e  as 
and inserting (85) - (87) into (78) ,  one finds,  for  a # 0, the integra- 
d i f fe rent ia l  equation for  the determination of the time dependent crack 
position, a ( t ) .  
B u t  u p  to the time of f racture in i t i a t ion ,  t = tf, the length of the beam 
has s t i l l  not changed from i t s  i n i t i a l  length a (0 ) -  a,, so tha t  one can 
write 
from which the time to  fracture,  t f ,  i s  to be deduced. I t  i s  apparipnt 
tha t  the time to in i t i a t ion  of the unbond will depend upon the h i s to r y  o f  
the pressurization q ( t )  and the viscoelastic material properties ref lectea  
in the creep compliance. 
As a simple i l l u s t r a t ion ,  assume the pressurization 1 inearly i~?creases 
with time, 
Inserting th i s  loading into (89) and computing the inverse Laplace trans- 
form from i t s  convolution integral as 
( p ) l  = m ~ ( ' ) ( t )  
in which i t  i s  convenient to  define 
one finds 
q 2 ( t )  - 
ramp 
In the case of a very f a s t  r i s e  in pressurization, the debondjng 
will take place in vanishingly small times for  which ~ ( ' ) ( t ~  + o)+ D Q t f ,  2 ,  
.a 
so tha t  
18E l y a g  3 E g 2 9 - - 4 A
sharp a, o 
ramp u 
which approaches the e l a s t i c  r e su l t ,  (1 2 ) .  For other,  slower loadings, t he  
character of (93) i s  as expected from the qua1 i t a t ive  considerations because 
the creep compliance i s  approximately the inverse of the relaxa"cl'on modu lus ,  
and the double integration of the compliance characterization happens t o  
be that  which corresponds to a ramp loading input, i . e . ,  other loading h i  s- 
tor ies  give a d i f fe rent  number or combinations of integrals  of the cornpii- 
ance. 
In any event, i t  has proven possible to include a time dependent 
material behavior in the analysis,  expl ic i t ly ,  including a time 
cohesive fracture energy, t /aT,  as published by Bennett, e t . a l .  
authors by an extension of the same technique have also shown a time 
dependence in I t  should be noted i n  passing that  the WLF a T  
time-temperature s h i f t  factor  ( 2 7 )  used in correlating the cohesive f r a c t i - e  
data was the same as tha t  used in correlating the relaxation modulus d a t a ,  
In the cohesive energy measurements, yc was found to vary by a factor o f  
approximately 50 over s ix  decades of log time(26). Similar major v a r i a t ? o n s  
(28) have been found for  the polyurethane-quartz adhesive unbond 
I t  i s  a lso possible to  deduce a fracture energy from a moving crack ,  
although to date we have had limited success except on an ad hoc or a t  
best pseudo-theoretical basis.  For monotonic increasing loading i n  t h i r  
sheets,  fo r  example, i t  appears tha t  p l a s t i c i ty  will have to be incorporated 
in order to predict f i n i t e  crack propagation veloci t ies .  Further e f f o r t  
in th i s  area i s  required because there a re  cer tain experimental advan tages  
in deducing the c r i t i ca l  f racture energy from photographic measurements 3f 
a moving crack as compared t o  somewhat subjectively deducing the ""first" 
motion of a small pre-cut flaw. 
THE PRESSURIZED BLISTER EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION 
So f a r  there has been considerable emphasis upon a central ly  unbonded 
i n f in i t e  plate s t r i p  pressurized bl i s t e r  configuration. The reason i s  ma7 nlJ{ 
because of the re la t ive  ease with which the various changes in geometry 
and materials could be deal t  with analyt ical ly  and thus exhibit  the nTajov 
phenomenological features.  From the experimental point of view, haivever* 
th is  configuration i s  rather poor because of the d i f f i cu l ty  i n  pressure 
sealing the open ends of the s t r i p .  Several other practical matters a l s s  
impede a simple evaluation of the adhesive fracture energy. F i r s t ,  h e  hzve 
found tha t  i t  i s  d i f f i c u l t  to construct a specimen for  which the adhesive 
bonding or glue does n o t  accumulate a t  the crack ends or along the sides o f  
the specimen thus leaving a lump a t  precisely the point where the debond is 
to i n i t i a t e .  Also, i t  i s  often not easy to control the amospheric 
environment surrounding the progressing debond. While these and other prac- 
t i ca l  objections can be overcome, our search for  an a l te rna te  simple t e s t  
specimen led to  a consideration of the pressurized b l i s t e r  t e s t  original;y 
proposed by Dannenburg (30) fo r  the adhesion of paint. A Griff i th  type 
energy balance of th i s  geometry, b u t  with a central point loading, was next 
contributed by Malyshev and Salgani k ( 3 1  ) . Our work consisted of combi ni p g  
these two features ,  i . e . ,  a s e l f  centering uniform pressurization specfmen 
and a continuum mechanics energy balance, as into the pressurized b l i s t e ~ +  
or c ircular  pancake specimen (32322) 
The Pressurized Blis ter  Test 
Para1 1 el i ng then the development in ( 9 )  e t .  seg . , consider therefore a 
thin e l a s t i c  disk bonded to a r igid substrate (Figure 10 )  for  which one 
may write from the principle of energy conservation, tha t  the work done by 
the applied pressure moving through the virtual displacement must be 
balanced by the change in internal s t r a i n  energy plus the change i n  the 
energy to create any new surface. Inasmuch as the change in internal energy 
i s  one-half the applied work for  a l inear  load-deflection relat ion ~y 
Cl apeyron's theorem, ( I 7 )  one has 
From plate theory, one finds tha t  the deflection of a uniformly 
loaded clamped plate of radius a i s  given by (16) - 
3 2 
where D = Eh /12(1 - v ) i s  the plate flexural r ig id i ty ,  so tha t  upon  
inserting (96) into (95) and calculating the c r i t i c a l i t y  condition, 
au/a(ra2) = ya ,  one finds 
I t  proved experimentally convenient to observe the c r i t i ca l  pressure, 
pcr 9 a t  the same instant  as the radius increased, thus expressing 
(97) in the form 
- 
51 Z E ~ ~  ya/[3(1 - v 
- 
- K ~ a  
- -pcr (2a12 (2a12 
which thus leads one to  expect a hyperbolic type variation of the experi- 
mental data of pCr versus b l i s t e r  diameter squared. Typical resul ts  are 
reproduced in Figure 11; the value of ya i s  deduced from (98) by a best f i t  
of the experimental data.  
Actually i t  may be noted tha t  a t  the r ight  (lower) end of the curve, 
there i s  an apparent departure of the data from the p (2ale2 variation 
deduced in (98 ) .  In point of f a c t ,  the data are  progressing through a 
t ransi t ion toward membrane behavior, as in the s t r i p  plate example discussed 
earl i e r ,  (35).  Jones (33) has also examined this  paint for  the circular  
b l i s t e r s  with which he has experimented, and found a consistent pattern 
from which a closer agreement with the experimental data can be obtai lqed i +  
warranted. 
In addition, we have now had some success with the circular  
pressurized bl i s t e r  bonded to the substrate through an adhesive i nter7 a j e r ,  
The plate s t r i p  correction factors  fo r  interlayers seems to be reproduced, 
with a b i t  d i f fe rent  numerical values, in the work of Burton, e t . a?  . ('2i. 
Inasmuch as the in f in i t e  s t r i p  solution emerges in a simple power ser ies  .n 
the coordinate with clamped trigonometric functions a t  worst, i . e m ,  
(50) and (52) ,  and the circular  plate  on an e l a s t i c  foundation requires a t  
l ea s t  modified Bessel funct ions(22) ,  one should verify the necessity fobA 
improved correction factors  before entering upon the calculations.  I n  a n y  
event, the philosophical point i s  be1 ieved establ ished. Should t h e  benef i t  
be suf f ic ien t ,  ever improved continuum mechanics solutions can be 
developed. For the present purpose, however, the major point t o  r e i t e r a t e  
i s  the breath of parametric changes with which i t  i s  possible to d e a l ,  
i f  required. 
APPLICATIONS 
In the previous discussion, the major emphasis has been upon the 
analytical and experimental ease with which a technically useful q u a n t i t y ,  
the potentially time-temperature dependent adhesive fracture energy, 
ya ( t / aT) ,  can be measured. I t  should be recognized however tha t  the end y e -  
s u l t  i s  not property measurement alone, b u t  to use these data subsequent'y 
to  analyze other engineering configurations and to be able to  predict ,  
a pr ior i ,  when adhesive debonding will occur. Providing then only t h a t  
- 
the interface conditions in the new design are  identical to  the l a b o r a t c r y  
specimen for  which ya was measured, e.g. ,  surface roughness, cleanliness,  
environment, and tha t  numerical complexities of the s t r e s s  analysis are 
not insurmountable, which i s  unlikely in these days of high speed computers, 
there i s  no reason why th i s  engineering fracture assessment in Region 6 1  
can not be made. I t  should be emphasized tha t  t h i s  point i s  independent 
of whether or not the physical chemist understands the connection, fi 
any, between the specif ic  f racture energy, y a ,  and the interfacial  
mol ecular s t ructure.  
From an engineering standpoint, t h i s  measured ya value i s  more ~ s e f u l  
than the commonly obtained "peel strength" because as the fracture energy 
i s  a fundamental material property, independent of being measured i n  
tension, shear, or torsion, i t  can be determined once, or as a f u n c t i o ~  
of reduced time, t /aT as required, and then used in the subsequent s tress 
and f rac ture  calculations much l ike  the other material property d a t a ,  e,S . 
Youngs~odu lus ,  Poisson's r a t i o ,  or tens i le  strength. 
The following examples include some of those with which we have had 
personal experience and a reasonabl e amount of quantitative success, 
Thermal Debonding of a Rubber Cylinder From i t s  Container 
In th i s  case a glass cylinder was f i l l e d  with a polyurethane rubber 
having a lower coeff ic ient  of therma.1 expansion than the glass.  After 
curing, the temperature was to be dropped, tending to pull the rubber inuzrd 
from the container walls and debonding i t  a t  the ends. After measuring 
Ya fo r  th i s  material combination separately in a pressurized $1 i s t e r  t e s z ,  
the predicted design curve showing safe  and unsafe operation i s  s h o ~ ~  ?n 
Figure 1 2  and a photograph of the adhesively bonded part  i s  given i n  Figltrr 
13 where cracks, recorded by X-ray analysis,  were observed a t  the end 96 
the rubber a t  the glass interface.  
Material Shear-out in a Cyl i nder Under Axial Accel eration 
In a somewhat similar geometry except fo r  the tube being s teel  and 
the f i l l i n g  being a sol id  rocket fue l ,  i t  was desired to  predict t h e  rnaxbm~rn 
axial acceleration which could be withstood without the fuel debonding 
from the sides of the cylinder shearing out. Using a separate measureRlent 
of ya between propellant and s teel  and the simple analysis given i n  
Reference 34, bounds upon the limiting acceleration could be estimated, 
Explosively Bonded Blis ter  Steel Specimens 
Through the courtesy of a colleague, Dr. A .  A .  Ezra, University o+' 
Denver, we obtained several explosively welded s teel  specimens. They were 
essent ial ly  thick cubes approximately one inch on a s ide to  which h a d  been 
explosively bonded on one s ide,  a thin s tee l  sheet of one-tenth inch i n  
thickness. After careful ly tapping through the block perpendicular t o  tq-e  
thin plate ,  pressurized o i l  was applied through the hole in an attempt 
to l i f t  off the sheet in a  b l i s t e r  experiment. (Figure 14) After several 
t r i e s ,  a  successful technique was developed and an adhesive fracture energy 
approaching 90 percent of the cohesive fracture energy (""fracture 
toughnessM")f the s tee l  was at ta ined.  A photograph of the sectioned, ft*ac- 
tured specimen i s  shown in Figure 15. In a  sense the r a t i o  of v,/u, C ~ U  I C
be viewed as a  weld efficiency, a1 though i t  i s  too early in our explor- 
atory investigations to  be defini te .  A recent report on th is  subject has 
(35) jus t  been presented by DeVries . 
Evaluation of Dental Adhesives 
The analysis of the pressurized b l i s t e r  t e s t  was conducted assuwing 
that  plate  and/or membrane theory was adequate to  handle the stress a n a l , s i s ,  
even acknowledging other shortcomings in the analysis.  Fortunately, the 
block specimen does not contain many of these approximations, and fur*$9e-n*or~, 
i s  very appropriate fo r  a  ser ies  of t e s t s  in conjunction with our d e n t a l  
research. For a  very thick ( i n f i n i t e )  block of e l a s t i c  material, a E  exac t  
analysis can be made based upon the work of Ivlossakovskii and Rybka. 
(Figure 4b) In th i s  case the adhesive fracture energy between the t k ~ o  
materials can be evaluated as (18) 
including the e f fec t  of the s t r e s s  s ingular i t ies .  Preliminary work i n  our 
laboratory using the pressurized block, primarily in conjunction w i t h  OUT 
dental adhesive evaluation has indicated such an experimental c o n f i g u r a t i o n  
i s  feasible .  A sketch of the assembly i s  shown in Figure 16, and the p h j -  
s ical  s i ze  of the experimental set-up i s  apparent in Figure 1 7 ,  
One of the more useful things about th i s  t e s t  i s  i t s  re lat ively low 
cost .  Pressure was injected through the small flaw diameter and the  , 
6 
values fo r  several commercial dental adhesives were measured against teef:hd, 
(36' ivory, and various other synthetic materials of in t e re s t  in dent is t ry 
I t  i s  believed that  these data will not only be useful fo r  re la t ive  r a n k -  
i n g ~  and qua1 i t y  control,  much in the same way as ""peel strengths" a re  
used, b u t  tha t  they will have fundamental inherent value when i t  comes 
to  evaluate the efficiency of dental adhesion in f i l l i n g  optimized c a d i  ty 
shapes and assessing the economic advantages of one of the more intangible 
variables in the oral cavity.  I t  should not escape the reader tha t  the 
pressurizing f lu id  does not have to  be a i r :  environmental effects  upon  $ ; ~ e  
bonding efficiency often can be simulated by using o i l ,  i ne r t  gasses, 
or control led sal  i  ne solutions. 
By f a r  the most fascinating adhesives project in which we have attempted 
to  use our pressurized block or b l i s t e r  technique has been in assessing che 
re la t ive  in vivo efficiency of barnacle cement - attached under wate~r! - 
compared to  various commercial preparat ions(37) .  Wi t h  the cooperation of 
J .  R, Saroyan and E .  Lindner a t  the San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard we were 
able t o  grow l ive  barnacles over wax f i l l e d  holes in PMMA sheets,  A f t e r  a 
three month submersion in s a l t  water, during which time the barnacles 
attached and grew, the recovered specimens and a cross-sectional sketch 
are shown in Figure 17. The barnacles were then tested in essential  a 
pressurized b l i s t e r  configuration to determine the i r  specif ic  adhesive 
fracture energy. In a l l  cases, the adhesive debonding occurred a t  the Pk.iF4A - 
barnacle cement interface.  Without discussing our detailed resul t s  , it 
be noted as a matter of some general i n t e re s t  t ha t  the lowly, unsophtsticated 
barnacle could develop as high an adhesive fracture energy in water as 
our best commercial dental cements could obtain under dry conditions! 
THE MECHANICS-CHEMICAL INTERFACE 
So f a r  th i s  discussion has been ent i re ly  upon the continuum mechdnics 
aspects in order to  i l l u s t r a t e  the type of analysis which can be conducted, 
and provide the chemists with some idea of the parameters with which con- 
tinuum mechanics deal. Simultaneously, i t  i s  intended to encourage 
the i r  interdisciplinary assistance in obtaining, and bet ter  understandins, 
the appropriate material properties needed by the analyst .  Additional 
parameters can also be included i f  the chemist deems them essential i n  
t reat ing adhesive fracture.  I t  could include for  example, a n i s ~ t r o p : ~ ~  o f  
the mechanical properties due to directional properties in rol l  ed metal 
or cured polymers. Such factors will oftentimes be mandatory, as fo r  
example in analyzing teeth because of the i r  strongly oriented modular con- 
struction. On the other hand, there i s  no point in becoming too invalved 
in complexities fo r  the i r  own sake. I t  i s  thought more appropriate to 
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provide physical and polymer chemists with an insight as to what 
continuum mechanics can of fer  and await the i r  requests regarding spec i f ic  
missing 1 inks they need. 
I t  has been pointed out several times tha t  the mechanics analyst cares 
1 i t t l e  which symbol, yc o r  ya ,  he inser t s  in his equations, merely not i r ig  
t ha t  the f i r s t  pertains to f rac ture  in one material ,  and the second t c  
f racture between two. On the other hand, the engineer faced with the 
design of an adhesive jo in t  would be aided considerably i f  someone cou ld  
furnish him guidelines as to  the major interactions or couplings betweep 
mechanical properties such as modulus and fracture energy and the mole- 
cular composition of the materials involved. 
One of the more obvious ones i s  tha t  known from the theory o f  
rubber e l a s t i c i t y .  The long time modulus ( E e )  i s  known t o  be p r o p o r t i a r a :  
to  the cross-link density of the polymer, (v,). Specifically,  
in which k i s  the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute temperature, If 
similar relat ions could be developed f o r  more of the material s t ructure 
parameters, the engineer would have a t  his disposal d i r ec t ,  a l b e i t  some- 
times ad hoc, answers which should improve design efficiency. 
An Interaction Matrix fo r  Deformation 
An attempt has been made i n  t h i s  direction by Kel ley and Will jams (36-4'1; 
i n  a se r ies  of papers dealing w i t h  the connection between the chemical 
structure of polymers and the i r  mechanical properties. The general idea  
i s  to introduce an Interaction Matrix shown in tabular form (Table 1 ) ,  
I t  appears tha t  the relaxation modulus and fracture energy, two q u a n t i t i e s  
of major concern to the analyst ,  can both be approximated by a modified 
power law representation which i s  usually applied only to the spectrum os 
viscoelastic relaxation times H ( T )  control 1 ing the relaxation modulus, 
i .e., 
which, upon incorporating the time-temperature s h i f t  f a c t o r ,  can be 
converted in to  the re laxat ion modulus as  
which i s  shown i n  a log-log p l o t  i n  Figure 9. Figure 18 shows data for 
the re laxat ion modulus of a typical  butadienne rubber, along with t h e  Bennet t ,  
Jt 
e t . a l  . (26)  cohesive f r ac tu r e  energy data f o r  the same mater ia l .  I t ,  i s  
tempting t o  adopt, a t  l e a s t  on an ad hoc bas i s ,  a s imi la r  representa t ion,  
f o r  y,, namely 
and then inquire  as  t o  the s e n s i t i v i t y  of the various constants ,  E g ,  Ee, 
n ,  T ~ ;  y g d e 3  n ' o \ T g (g lass  temperature) t o  parametric changes i n  
the  major chemical parameters such as cross- l ink densi ty ,  molecular weigh t ,  
chain s t i f f n e s s ,  e t c . ,  and the others  enumerated i n  Table I .  
Chain S t i f f ne s s  and Transit ion Slope. The success t o  date  has been 
ra ther  l imi ted,  b u t  can be i l l u s t r a t e d  by a t  l e a s t  one example f o r  w h i c h  
an experimental cor re la t ion  of chemical and mechanical proper t ies  has been 
found - other  than the aforementioned theoret ica l  one between c rass  
l ink density and rubbery modulus, (100). This appl i c a t i on ,  given 
o r i g ina l l y  a t  the  Rheology Conference in  1968, (38) proceeded from the  
Tobol sky (44)  observation t h a t  the  s lope of the re laxat ion modulus t h r o u g h  
the t r a n s i t i o n  region, n ,  appeared t o  be re la ted  t o  the r e l a t i v e  s t i f f n e s s  
of the  polymer chains. In a mechanical sense,  "chain s t i f f n e s s "  may be 
associated with the  number of atoms in  the chain which would be required 
t o  form a c i r c u l a r  r ing:  a few atoms t o  complete the c i r c l e  would corres- 
pond t o  a very f l e x i b l e  chain,  while a large  number of atoms t o  form a rirg 
would be comparatively r i g i d .  
* The s im i l a r i t y  between n and n ' i s  r a the r  remarkable and may have more 
than a coincidental s ignif icance.  A su i t ab l e  curve f i t  t o  the d a t a  @P 
Figure 19 y i e l d s ,  i n  the  form of (103), 
e ( E  /100) -(Ee/lOO) 
vC( t / aT )  = + (103a)  [ I  + 1 0 ~ . ~ ( t / a ~ T ~ l  )J" 
TABLE I 
Molecular 
Characteristics 
Moc 
E g 
i f ied Power Law 
-x -pT Symbo l 
Cross L i n k  Density 
Chain St i f fness  
Monomeric Friction 
Solubili ty Parameter 
Mol ecul a r  Weight 
Heterogeneity Index 
Molecular Weight 
between Entangl ements 
Degree of Crystal 1 i ni ty 
Volume Fraction of 
F i l l e r  
I U = Unknown, N = Negligible, M = Moderate, S = Strong 1 
Notes f o r  Table I : 
Equation (1  00) 
Except a t  very high values 
of v 
Figuee 20 
Reference (42) 
Reference (43) 
References (38), (44) 
Effect of entangl ements 
A t  high molecular weights 
A t  high molecular weights 
(10) A t  low molecular weights only 
(11) Chain end effects  from short  
chain fractions 
(12) A t  h i g h  molecular weights are- 
ducing a plateau or pseudo- 
equilibrium modulus 
Except a t  very high A 
14 Through WLF; Reference (45 )  ' 1 (15) Through c.0 
(1 6 )  Reference (46)  
In a quantitative sense, the def ini t ion of polymer chain s t i f fness  
chosen here i s  derived from the concept of an "equivalent random link" -in t n e  
s t a t i s t i c a l  theory of rubber1 i ke e l a s t i c i t y  (47 y 4 8 ) .  since actual poi ymer 
chains do not have freely orienting backbone bonds, in which each atom- 
to-atom juncture i s  compl etely f 1 exi bl e ,  an accumulation of the l imi ted  
f l e x i b i l i t y  of several bonds may produce a larger chain segment w i t h  
nearly f ree  orientation of the vector joining the ends of the segment. 
Those polymers in which the freely orienting segment (equivalent randorm 
l ink)  consists of fewer backbone bonds a re  then considered to be more f7 ex- 
ib le  than those which require a larger number of backbone bonds for  free 
~ r i e n t a t i o n ' ~ ' ) .  The number of backbone bonds (atoms) per s t a t i s t i c a l  
segment, N,, i s  the index of chain s t i f fness  and i s  determined from 
where Mc i s  the average molecular weight of a network chain, n b  i s  the 
number of backbone bonds per monomer uni t ,  N i s  the number of s t a t i s t i c a l  
segments per network chain and Mm i s  the monomer molecular weight. An 
approximate value for  N may be obtained from the maximum extension r a t i o  o f  
the cross-linked polymer, A m a x  = N " ~ ;  based on the inverse Langevin 
(47 1 function representation of the s t ress-s t rain curve by Treloar 
In attempting to  quantize Tobolsky's observation, a review of the 
l i terature  reveal ed tha t  no theoretical re lat ion had been deduced, a1 thoucjbq 
the data available from several sources could be combined fo r  such a pu r -  
pose. Figure 20 contains data on s ix  d i f fe rent  unfilled polymers from 
six sources. One system (polyurethane) contains a variation in basic 
s t ructure due to  systematic changes in catalyst-prepolymer r a t io .  Accep t jng  
for  the moment th i s  interaction as being generally valid for  a l l  polymers, 
we can propose an empirical expression for  the curve i n  Figure 20 
n = 1.5  [an N,]-' 
Thus we have the second connection between the chemical and mechanical 
parameters in Table I ;  of the 5 x 10 or 50 possible interaction blocks 
assumed to ex i s t ,  two have been tentat ively f i l l e d  in! 
I t  i s  immediately obvious tha t  a s ignif icant  additional amount 06 worbK 
i s  yet  uncompleted. For the time being however, with the subjective 
assistance of our colleagues, Table I  was f i l l e d  in with a t  l eas t  q u a l i t a t i v e  
estimates of what a re  expected to be the more important interact ions,  Even 
as i t  stands, the resu l t s  have been most useful in guiding the emphasis 
of our research. I t  i s  worth re i te ra t ing  however, tha t  the main thrust c f  
t h i s  philosophical approach does not minimize specif ic  research being presentl j  
conducted in e i ther  chemistry or mechanics, but represents an attempt t o  
spot l ight  those areas of interdiscipl inary concern where even a small 
amount of l i gh t  may improve the engineering r e su l t  through unexpected 
synergi sm . 
By way of emphasis, even a t  the r isk of some repet i t ion,  a complete 
idea of the engineering importance of the interaction can be seen by 
considering the representation of the relaxation modulus in terms of the 
simple Rouse  heo or^(^*). As described earl ie r (38) ,  i f  the Rouse reprn- 
sentation of the relaxation modulus i s  cas t  into the form 
which i s  to be approximated by the modified power law representation (702), 
then the four parameters in (102) can be approximately associated with 
the Rouse parameters in the following way 
- 
- - 
1 ogC (1 0 0 ~ ~ / r ~ ~ 1 / 3 v @ k ~ ) 1  
n = 2 log P ( l o g )  
in which Uo i s  the minimum potential energy a t  the molecular l a t t i c e  ieve- 
a t  a separation distance ro between a pair of isolated molecules, no i s  t hc  
steady s t a t e  viscosity a t  zero r a t e  of shear between the polymer segment and 
i t s  surrounding medium, and P i s  the number of equivalent f reely orienting 
segments per molecule. Hence, a l l  the physico-mechanical parameters 
have been represented in terms of chemical s t ructure ones. I t  may even 
be noted tha t  to  the extent tha t  the number of backbone bonds (atoms) per 
s t a t i s t i c a l  segment, i . e . ,  Ns in (104), can be a t  l eas t  qual i ta t ively 
associated with the Rouse parameter, P ,  the number of f reely orienting 
segments per mol ecul e ,  the empirical introduction of our inverse l ogari  t 6 ~ x - i ~  
* 
dependence in (1 05) i s  appropriate. 
An Interaction Matrix fo r  Fracture 
In the foregoing i l l u s t r a t ion  of the Interaction Matrix, the primary 
emphasis was placed upon the i nf l uence of the time-dependent re1 a x a t i o ~  
modulus upon the deformation mechanisms i n  a polymer. If for  i l lus t ra t i i te  
purposes we suppress fo r  the moment the apparently similar time dependerce 
of the cohesive (26)  and adhesive(28), the fracture energy found by Bsnne;:, 
e t . a l . ,  we would expect from (76)  tha t  the c r i t i c a l  s t r e s s  to induce 
Region I1 cohesive fracture,  would be 
a ( t )  = k 
c r  f 
where i t  i s  to be recalled tha t  E*(tf) has the character of a relaxdtior 
modulus. The introduction of (107) - ( l lO) ,  or more precise relat ions f -om 
the Interaction Matrix, would then permit a calculation of the d i r ec t  
dependence of the c r i t i c a l  f rac ture  s t r e s s  ( a )  upon the chemical s t ruc :~ye ;  
viz . ,  
a ( t )  = k c r  f 
* I t  should be clear ly understood a t  t h i s  point tha t  N ,  the number of 
equivalent random l i nks per chai n in the theory of rubber1 i ke el as tic'! y 
i s  not the same as P ,  the number of Gaussian sub-molecules per cha io  - n  
the Rouse theory. I f ,  however, we assume tha t  P i s  proportional t o  tne 
molecular weight ~ 5 0 ,  i . e . ,  Pi = KoMi fo r  a molecule containing i rnonc- 
mer uni ts ,  we must conclude tha t  P i s  proportional to N, since 
Mi. Now KQ i s  usually taken a t  the l imi t  Kg -"- ", meaning t he  
es are  i n f ~  ni t e  f lex ib le  even a t  a ve small molecular w e i g & ~ ~ - ,  
According to Peti col as 30) a f i n i t e  value of would lead $0 s%iF4e- 
chains. This would in ica te  from Equation (10 tha t  a t  decreasl ng veSues 
of P, i . e .  s t i f f e r  chains, n should be increased. This i s  in contra- 
diction to  the observed data as seen in Figure 20. This contradiction 
probably ar i ses  from the inadequacy of the sub-molecule model when th. 
Rouse theory i s  applied to  times shorter than those associated w i t h  T ~ ~ ~ ~ *  
Recent unpublished refinements of the theory should provide a more " "  
reasonable description of bulk polymer behavior over a wider range 05 
conditions . 42 
and thus in principle,  would permit the mechanics analyst - and the chemist 
to  joint ly  appreciate the quant i ta t ive interaction between the i r  f i e l d s *  
Before concluding the discussion of th i s  point, however, i t  i s  
obvious tha t  the previous philosophical objective can be extended - to 
include the dependence of the specif ic  f racture energy, be i t  yc or va, 
upon the properties of the material. One could therefore assume t h e  
val idi  ty  of the semi -empirical re1 ation (1 03) and seek theoretical or 
empirical re lat ions between the modified fracture power law parameters 
y g 9  
n' , and T,' and the chemical s t ructure.  The analog to  (76 )  wou;d 
be ( 7 7 )  which when expressed i n  terms of (103) would lead to the analog o f  
(Ills), 
a ( t )  = k c r  f a 
and a "Rouse Theory" or Interaction Matrix for  f racture would be required t o  
deduce a general ized fracture expression, say (1 12b), analogous t o  ( i l l  b )  , 
As reported a t  t h i s  meeting l a s t  year(41 ) , a s t a r t  has been made. ' r m  
the phenomenological standpoint i t  seems appropriate to inquire f i r s t  i f  
the f rac ture  energy would be expected to depend upon the same or d i f f e r en t  
molecular properties as the relaxation modulus. Because i t  has n o t  been 
commonly appreciated tha t  both the modul us and fracture energy may i ndepend- 
ently be time dependent, experiments which have measured, fo r  example, t i n e  
dependent f rac ture  s t r e s s  have at t r ibuted the time de~endence to  the 
" tear  energy" with a constant modulus(51). On the other hand, Will,iams' 
analysis ( I 4 )  assumed the en t i r e  dependence lay in the modulus, with a 
constant f racture energy. Thus one must beware of previous intui t ion wh5ch 
has perhaps been conditioned by a knowledge of only the time-dependent pro- 
duct, i . e . ,  a ( t ) ,  when in f a c t  i t  can a r i s e  from ei ther  or both  the 
c r 
modulus and fracture energy. This l ine  of reasoning suggests that  from tPe 
energetic approach the deformation sensi t ive quant i t ies  are  reflected i n  
the modulus while the rupture or bond breakage i s  reflected in the fracture 
energy, with the overall breaking s t r e s s  character is t ics  being proportional 
to  the product of the i r  respective square roots.  From the basic ms7ecular 
s t ructure viewpoint, however, in the quantum mechanics sense, such a complete 
parti t ioning of the individual e f fec ts  seems unl i kely. Hence an In te rac t ion  
Matrix construction as shown in Table I1 i s  probably more appropriate. 
Interactions occupying only the U, V ,  and W blocks along the main 
diagonal represent mutually independent behavior such tha t  there would be 
no connection between deformation, cohesion, or adhesion as f a r  as malec~9ar  
parameters were concerned. As th i s  behavior seems unlikely, provision 
for  off-diagonal interaction i s  provided, although zeroes can always be 
entered where appropriate. The additional molecular descriptors V, and  
Wn a re  those needed to account specif ical ly  fo r  quantit ies entering only 
f racture and not deformation. A t  the present time the only character is t ics  
we choose to  place in th i s  category a re  the chemical bond energies them- 
selves. On the other hand, several sources suggest, fo r  example, t h a t  ti9e 
molecular weight and cross link density have a d i r ec t  bearing on 
cohesive fracture energy," yc. 
Molecular Considerations. Benbow (52)  reports tha t  there i s  a hundred- 
- 
fold increase in energy in polystyrene as the molecular weight, M, is  
raised from 60,000 to 260,000. These conclusions have been substantiated 
by Broutman and Kobayashi (53) who report  the fa1 lowing values deduced 
from sp l i t t i ng  a tapered cantilever beam 
* Note, however, tha t  according to  our previous remarks, i t  may be 
important to  reassess the basic experimental data to ascertain tha t  the 
and V, influence at t r ibuted by the referenced authors to  ~ c ~ o ~ 7 d  
n!t equally as well have been at t r ibuted to  the modulus. 
TABLE I1  
Berry (54)  has suggested tha t  the increase in fracture energy i s  due t o  
the greater degree of involvement of the longer chains (higher molecular 
weight) in the p las t ica l ly  deformed area surrounding the crack t i p ,  The 
l eas t  amount of energy i s  dissipated i f  the chain i s  short  enough to be 
completely enclosed by the p las t ic  enclave. Intermediate energy i s  absorbed 
i f  the chain i s  partly inside and partly outside the region, while maxim~m 
energy resu l t s  i f  the chain passes t h r o u g h  the p las t ica l ly  deformed enclave 
and both chain ends terminate in the e l a s t i c  region. 
Broutman and Kobayashi (53) also examined the e f fec t  of cross-7 i ~ n k i n g  
in polystyrene, accomplished by gamma radiation using a Cobalt 60 source 
i n  order not in introduce a second, and possibly complicating, cross- 
1 inking chemical species. A t  molecular weights of approximately 25C1,000, 
the f rac ture  energy was reduced by one-half a f t e r  a dosage of 50 megarads* 
The above typical resu l t s  suggest a S (strong) interaction for  t-irole- 
+ 
cul a r  weight and cross l inking- with weaker and i ndetermi nate effects  
a t t r ibuted to  the remainder of the molecular parameters in the extereded 
Interaction Matrix, except f o r  the inclusion of chemical bond energies as 
the Vm and W n .  
I f  the most gross correlation of the relaxation and fracture d a t a  were 
to apply, i .e. , constant proportionality*, then 
and simultaneous measurement of E and yc would only be required a t  one 
time. For example, in the rubbery or e l a s t i c  long time region, 
' In a private communication, J .  R .  Kinloch has obtained indications t h a t  
there would be no ef fec t  of molecular weight on yc i f ,  for  moleculdr 
weights between cross l inks in the range 4000-14,000, the data were 
reduced to the same glass t ransi t ion temperature. 
* Such a hypothesis would lead to  the not unreasonable conclusion t h a t  the 
c r i t i c a l  f racture s t r e s s  oo ( t f )  would roportional to the 
f i r s t  power of the modulus, i . e . ,  ocr" ' Ere1 9 :r 
equivalently, a s t r a i n  c r i te r ion  fo r  f r  /Erel b 3 whfch 
expression has cer tain s imi lar i t ies  to f a i lu re  in metars. 
which might be fur ther  related to molecular weight or cross-link dens i t j  
through the re1 ationships proposed by Benbow (52) or Brontman and Kobayashi (53) 9 
thus eliminating any fur ther  need f o r  Vm or W, quant i t ies  in the Inter- 
action Matrix, or our proposed additional dependence of Y upon chemical 
bond energy. These matters have proven qui te  interesting and intriguing 
to  us on s t r i c t l y  an ad hoc basis - suf f ic ien t ly  so to  encourage further 
study upon a more fundamental basis.  
Accepting for  the moment the analogy suggested in Figure 19 and the 
above discussion relat ing the relaxation and f rac ture  energy spectra,  
we may construct an Interaction Matrix for  f racture similar to tha t  
described for  the modified power law representation of the relaxation 
modulus. The purpose of such an exercise, to r e i t e ra t e  our ea r l i e r  
remarks, i s  to  gain perspective on known relationships and t o  point o u t  
possible s ignif icant  interactions fo r  fur ther  study. 
Time dependent f rac ture  has been observed for  both unfil led and 
f i l 1 ed polymers (55356357).  The remarkable feature of  t h i s  time 
dependence has been the good agreement between the temperature dependence 
of the shif t ing factor  aT, fo r  both small deformation response and l a r g e  
deformation f rac ture(26) .  Since the molecular interpretation o f  aT is 
based on smal l -scale motion of molecular segments, which i s  dominated 6) 
the temperature difference above the glass temperature (T-Tg) ( 5 8 ) 3  these 
same local segmental motions apparently govern the time dependence o f  
f racture.  Most current molecular theories presume an ordering of the pclymer 
chains in f ront  of the advancing crack in which several chain segments 
are oriented perpendicular to  the direction of propagation. This process 
dissipates considerable energy since i t  i s  opposed by the ordinary 
viscous forces which r e s t r i c t  chain motion, i . e . ,  segmental f r i c t ion  - 
including chain entanglement. Of course, cross-linking would be expected 
to increase the d i f f i cu l ty  of orientation and contributes addi tiona'i 
relaxation mechanisms in the long time portion of the spectra.  
This view would support the connection between the relaxation and f r ac -  
ture  curves a t  longer times or higher temperatures. Since the maximum 
dissipation observed in cycl i c  (small s t r a i n )  t e s t s  corresponds wi Qh the 
t ransi t ion region of the relaxation curve, one would expect increasing 
fracture energy when moving to th i s  experimental time scale from the  longer 
A t  very short  times the dissipation i s  greatly reduced since 
the material exhibits glassy behavior, b u t  the c r i t i ca l  s t r e s s  i s  so h i ~ h  
t ha t  the onset of crack growth would be governed by other factors  such a s  
Van der Waal Is bonding forces(64) ,  or more l ike ly ,  the greater number o f  
primary chain backbone bonds holding the load i n  a given cross-sectjon ( 6 2  p-263' 
A limiting c r i t i c a l  f rac ture  s t r e s s  or f racture energy in the g l a s sy  
region of the fracture spectrum seems quite l ike ly ,  although the d a t a  
a re  f a r  too limited fo r  generalization a t  present. I t  does appear, bowever, 
t ha t  the long time, rubbery region has been given suf f ic ien t  a t tent ion f o p  
early speculation on the nature of chemical interactions.  Lake and  
Thomas (58) have advanced cer tain molecular explanations for  a limiting 
tearing energy, T which i s  l argely independent of vi scoel as t i  c processes 0 '  
and varies s l ight ly  w i t h  chemical s t ructure.  In th i s  case To might be 
considered roughly equivalent to ye, and the reported values fo r  the two 
quantit ies fo r  similar polymers agree rather well (Lake and Tlmmas 
5 2 10 ergs/cm for  butadiene-acryloni t r i  l  e copolymer and Bennett, e t  .a1 . (26; 1 
5 2 1 .3  x 10 ergs/cm for  butadiene-acryloni t r i  l  e-acryl i c  acid terpol yrner, j 
Lake and Thomas derive the following relationship for  To: 
where g i s  the s t i f fness  factor  related to  our notation Ns by Ns = 
2 g nbb '  "s the length of a monomer uni t  and i s  proportional to  nb, U i s  
the energy required to  rupture a backbone bond, N i s  the number of network 
chains per u n i t  volume, and n i s  the average number of lnonomer units per 
chain. Although Lake and Thomas indicate tha t  there i s  experimentdl evi-  
dence tha t  the type of cross-link has some ef fec t  on the variation of To 
with cross-linking, Equation (115) may provide an i n i t i a l  basis for some 
important interactions between molecular s t ructure and ye in Tab1 e 1:ii. 
One of the most interesting features of Figure 79 i s  the displaceme~t  
of the f rac ture  t ransi t ion region along the time scale  by three and ane- 
half decades as  compared to  the relaxation curve. I t  leaves open the 
question of a possible generality of s h i f t s  to longer times for  fracture 
TABLE I11 
Cross L i n k  Dens i ty  
-- 
Sol ub i  1 i ty  Parameter 
Molecular  Weight 
Volume F r a c t i o n  o f  
U = Unknown, N = N e g l i g i b l e ,  M = Moderate, S = Strong ! ! 
Notes f o r  Table 111: 
(1 ) Reference (53) 
(2 )  Reference (58) 
(3 )  References (59), (60) 
(4 )  Reference (58) 
( 5 )  F igu re  20 
( 6 )  Reference (42) 
( 7 )  Reference (43) 
(8) E f f e c t  o f  entangl ements 
( 9 )  A t  h i gh  molecu la r  weights 
(10) A t  h i g h  molecular  we igh ts  
(1 1 ) Reference (61 ) 
(12) Low M f r a c t i o n s  may p l a s t i c i z e  ( 6 2 )  
(13) Plateau e f f e c t  s i m i l a r  t o  cross- 
1 i n k i n g  
(14) Reference ( 2 5 )  r e l a t e d  t o  Tg 
(15) P l a s t i c i z e r  e f f e c t  on Tg 
and Go (16) Reference (46) 
o f  var ious  polymers. The p o s i t i o n  o f  ro should be determined t o  a  la rge  
degree by the  g lass  t r a n s i t i o n  temperature, Since the  f r a c t u r e  process Tg 
imp1 i es ve ry  l arge s t r a i n s  a t  the t i p  of the crack a t  rc, t h e r e i  n cou ld  ne 
t he  p r i n c i p a l  reason f o r  d i f f e r i n g  t ime scales between the f r a c t u r e  energy 
t r a n s i t i o n  and the  smal l  s t r a i n  r e l a x a t i o n  t r a n s i t i o n .  Some evidence i s  
a v a i l a b l e  on the  e f f e c t  o f  s t r a i n  induced an i so t ropy  on T  (65,661 ,, g  
as the  bas ic  n o n l i n e a r i t y  o f  the response due t o  f i n i t e  s t r a i n s ( 6 7 ) .  However, 
any f u r t h e r  examinat ion o f  t h i s  behavior must awa i t  t he  accumulat ion o f  
experimental  f r a c t u r e  data on o t h e r  polymers. (Smith and D i c k i e  (68 have 
r e c e n t l y  exami ned a T - s t r a i n  e f f e c t s  . ) 
Table 111 has t h e r e f o r e  been f i l l e d  i n  by assuming a  correspondence 
between the  r e l a x a t i o n  and f r a c t u r e  behavior o f  polymers. The i n t e r -  
ac t i ons  w i t h  var ious  molecular  and m i c r o s t r u c t u r a l  f ea tu res  were assumed 
t o  be s i m i l a r  w i t h  respec t  t o  t he  h i g h l y  time-dependent phenomena, p a r t i -  
c u l a r l y  those associated w i t h  the  t r a n s i t i o n  regions.  Some in fo rma t ion  cn 
the  f r a c t u r e  o f  g lassy  polymers c l e a r l y  i n d i c a t e s  a  dependence o f  y on cross- 
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l i n k i n g ( 5 3 )  and molecular  we igh t (52) .  C e r t a i n l y ,  many o f  t he  i n t e r a c t i o ; ; ~  
assumed by analogy i n  Table 111 must be checked o u t  exper imenta l l y ,  and 
q u a n t i t a t i v e  assoc ia t ions  should be developed. I n  any case, the arrange- 
ment o f  parameters i n  an a r r a y  such as t h a t  prov ided by the Interac1,ion 
M a t r i x  leads t o  a  more d i r e c t  assessment o f  the s i g n i f i c a n c e  o f  m o l e c u l a ~  
v a r i a t i o n s  w i t h  respec t  t o  t he  deformat ion and f r a c t u r e  requirements o f  a 
polymer ic  ma te r i a l  i n  i t s  u l t i m a t e  engineer ing a p p l i c a t i o n .  
CONCLUSION 
Because of the growing technological need for  a more cooperative 
e f f o r t  between continuum mechanics and physical chemistry in order t o  
improve the qua1 i t y  and understanding of adhesive bonds, t h i s  paper has 
attempted to describe how adhesive f a i lu re  would be treated from the 
standpoint of a s t r e s s  analyst. Two complimentary fracture c r i t e r i a  are  i n -  
volved depending upon the s i ze  and dis t r ibut ion of inherent flaws i n  the  
vicini ty  of the interface.  In the more probable case of Region I I  or 
flaw control 1 ed f a i lu re ,  there a re  essent ial ly  two deformational mechani c27 
property descriptors required, e.g., shear modulus and bulk modulus, 
which fo r  rubbery (incompressible) polymers can be reduced to  a relaxatSon 
modulus. In addition,there are  the specif ic  f rac ture  energies of 
cohesion of the individual component materials and of the adhesive i n t e r f a c e s .  
With some minor reservations regarding the geometry of the assembly 
because i t  a f fec ts  the accuracy of predicting the s t r e s s  and s t r a i n  f i e 3 d s  
in a practical computational sense, there are  only two major impediments 
to a technologically sat isfactory solution to adhesive bonding problems, 
F i r s t ,  i t  i s  necessary to know the s i ze  and location of any above average 
s i ze  i n i t i a l  or inherent flaws in the part  in order that  an appropriate 
mechanics analysis can be made. Massive, opaque, or ine r t  parts g ive  
problems because present non-destructive testing (NDT) techniques a r e  
not wholly sat isfactory.  Second, in the absence of fur ther  help fro111 
the chemist, a mechanics analyst presently re1 ies  upon the s imilar i ty  
of conditions in his t e s t  specimen and engineering prototype as f a r  
as surface preparation and bonding conditions are  concerned. Then t he  
fracture energies measured in the laboratory can be used to predict  
f racture i n  other configurations of the same material combinations - 
without any know1 edge of the chemistry involved! 
Hence, the second part  of th is  review has been directed toward encour- 
aging a bet ter  fundamental understanding of those chemical s t ructure para -  
meters which control or i nfl uence the deformation and fracture energy 
descriptors.  In th i s  way i t  i s  hoped tha t  a technical knowledge of one 'nter- 
face s i tuat ion can be extrapolated to  a somewhat different  one wi thou t  the 
necessity for  extensive additional tes t ing.  I t  i s  be1 ieved that  here, 
cooperation between mechanics and chemistry i s  essent ia l ,  and fo r  dlscucsion 
purposes, the idea of an Interaction Matrix has been rei terated as a 
possi bl e approach. 
There i s  one additional complexity tha t  requires comment, and i t s  
brevity should not de t rac t  from i t s  importance. Somewhere between the Bevels 
of continuum mechanics and quantum mechanics, i t  seems reasonable t o  a n t i -  
1 1  8 
cipate a working hypothesis associating the cohesive fracture energies - f r  ( 1 1  
/ A \  - 
and y of two so l id  materials and the i r  combined adhesive fracture 
(1 $2)  
energy va , e.g. ,  (yc Y~ y a ( I s 2 )  = ( ' ) *  (2))"2 fo r  certain cases of I ,9e -r n \ 
dispersion controlled interact ions.  Indeed Good, Fowkes and others \ / S > b i i  
are intimately involved in th i s  subject,  and the l a t t e r  author has p~bTished 
a f a i r l y  recent paper whose t i t l e  'Talculation of the Work of Adhesion 
by Pair Potential Summation" neatly emphasizes the missing link as f a r  as 
the continuum mechanics in t e res t  i s  concerned. 
Thus while temporarily the mechanics analyst can circumvent a physiis- 
chemical understanding of adhesion by s imi lar i ty  tes t ing ,  such as us i r ig  
the pressurized b l i s t e r  or  block specimen, additional contributions Rrow 
the chemists on even an ad hoc basis showing reasonably quantitative asso- 
ciations between cohesive and adhesive fracture energy, a1 bei t wi t h  
'"interfacial environmental " qua1 i f ica t ions ,  would be most we1 come, 
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"critical F L A W  SIZE 
F igu re  1 .  Dominant f r a c t u r e  reg ions  depending upon i nhe ren t  
f l a w  s i ze .  
Boundary Conditions: 1x1 > a  Boundary C o n d i t i o n s :  ' x  j a 
( 1 )  v(x,o) = o  ( 1 )  v(x,o)  = n 
( 2 )  T ( X , O )  = $ [ ~ U ( X , O ) / ~ Y  + a v ( x , o ) / a x ]  = o ( 2 )  U ( X , O )  = c 
or because of ( I ) ,  equivalently, 
Figure 2a. Cohesive fracture Figure 2 b .  Adhes ive  - r a c t b r e  
Figure 2 .  Comparison of essential boundary conditions for  cohesive and  
adhesive fracture.  The difference i s  s l igh t  and concerns onl, 
whether the la teral  displacement, u(x,o) , or i t s  nornlal 
derivative,  a u  (x,o)/ay, i s  prescribed. B o t h  se t s  of boundary 
conditions lead to  singular s t resses  (References 9 ,  1 2 )  
Figure 3. Double cantilever cleavage specimen. 
Plate Specimen E,M,h 
t "" 
Rigid Sub-strate a 
Figure 4a. Pressurized b l i s t e r  specimen. 
Figure 4b .  Pressurized block specimen with penny- 
shaped circular  flaw or in f in i t e  s t r i p  
central unbond. 
F igu re  5a. Sk in  e f f e c t  modulus v a r i a t i o n  E(y) = Eg + E,exp(-;y/hj 
Curve ( 1 )  shows El > 0, cu rve  ( 2 )  shows El < 0. 
F i g u r e  5b. E f f e c t  on i n c r e a s i n g  c r i t i c a l  s t r e s s  S t imes due t o  
s k i n  e f f e c t  modulus. 
Plate Speeirnen E,V,/,h 7 
\-- Adhesive Layer E:Y:~' 
Figure 6 .  Bl is ter  specimen with f i n i t e  thickness adhesive interlayer 
(Reference 21 ) . 
E, l / ,h (Top) 
~:1/:2h' 
- - -  
E ,Y,h (Bottom) 
Figure 7 .  Geometry of the three layer pressurized inf in i te  s t r ip  
(Reference 23)  
E ,  Strain 
Figure 8. Development of e lasto-plast ic i ty  through the depth o f  a beam: 
( a )  e l a s t i c ,  ( b )  elasto-plast ic ,  ( c )  fu l ly  developed p l a s t t c i  t.~. 
F i g u r e  9 .  7 lodi f ied  power law approx imat ion  t o  t h e  r e l a x a t i o n  modu lus .  "be 
a c t u a l  b e h a v i o r  a t  long reduced time ( d o t t e d )  i s  n o t  repro- 
duced by (102 ) .  
Polyurethane Rubber Membrane 7 
Flexible Tubing 
Figure 1 0 .  Sketch o f  pressurized bl is ter  specimen (Reference 32). 
DIAMETER (INCHES), 2a 
Figure 1 1 .  Typical pressure p versus diameter 2a data for the 
pressurized disk. E = 400 psi, h = 0,043 in., giving 
Y a 
= 1.4 in.-lb/inz (Reference 32). 
Figure 1 2 .  Predicted allowable temperature drop as a f u n c t i o n  
of crack length before debonding in  a polyurethene 
rubber tube i n  a quartz glass  cylinder (Reference 71, 
Figure 13. Photo of X-ray inspected solid rubber cylinder i n  a 
quartz glass tube subjected to  temperature drop. Note 
cracks emanating from the end of the f i l l e r  material 
a t  the interface with the glass.  
r PLATE THICKNESS PIPE THREADS 
FRACTURE LIME 
FLAW DIAMETER 
Figure 14a. Explosively welded t e s t  sample configuration, 
(PLATE TH~GKNESSI"~ x 
Figure 14b. Prel iminary t e s t  data demonstrating the relationship 
between c r i t i ca l  pressure and plate thickness w h i c h  i s  
predicted by the theoretical model (Reference 35), 
Figure 15. Section specimen of an explosively bonded s teel  
bl i s t e r  (Reference 35). 
/- ACRYLIC FILLING MATERIAL 
EPOXY 
PIPE THREAD BRASS SPECIMEN FIXTURE 
4 ' k FLAW DIAMETER 
F i g u r e  16. Dental  adhesive b l i s t e r  t e s t  specimen showing 
commerc ia l ly  a v a i l a b l e  den ta l  f i l l  i n g  m a t e r i a l  adhered 
t o  e lephant  t usk  s u r f a c e  p r e p a r a t i o n  t o  s tandard 
den ta l  p r a c t i c e .  
F igu re  17a. Photograph of apparatus used t o  measure adhesive 
energy of denta l  adhesives (Reference 36) .  
F igu re  17b. Photograph o f  p lugs used i n  adhesive energy apparatus 
w i t h  bovine tee th ,  approximating a n a l y t i c a l  model s f  
F igu re  4b (Reference 36) .  
7 4 
F i g u r e  18a. Closeup of mature barnac le  on PMMA a f t e r  3 months 
growth i n  s a l  t water  (Reference 37) . 
F igu re  18b. Experimental  arrangement f o r  de te rm ina t i on  o f  
adhesive f r a c t u r e  energy o f  barnac le  cement 
(Reference 3 7 ) .  
LOGlo (t/aT). MINUTES 
F i g u r e  19. Log- log v a r i a t i o n  of a butad iene rubber  r e l a x a t i o n  
modulus and cohesive f r a c t u r e  energy (Reference 26). 
A personal communication f rom S. J. Bennet t  reveals 
t h a t  he has e s t a b l i s h e d  a t e n t a t i v e  s h o r t  t i m e ,  7 0 ~  
temperature 1 i m i  t va lue  o f  approx imate ly  100 i n - 1  hs/ixL 
f o r  yc a t  a reduced t ime  of t / a T  = 

